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MR. ROBERT F. WALTON

It is with deep regret that the staff and students of Riverside High School say "au revoir" lo our
principal, Robert F . \ Valton. \\·ho first came to Riverside as supervising principal of the public
schools in 1942. l lis excellent administrati\·e ability has kept the school funct ioning smoothly through
all the crises and the phenomenal growth of the past five years. 'l'o all students Mr. Wal ton has
bee11 both a friend and mentor, but first and fore most he has been a teacher who has g iven unstintingly of his time and knowledge in order to ensure that his students ha\'e a sound academic foundation for the fut ure. To the staff :.\lr. \\'al ton has been a true and valued friend, mentor and guide.
s upply teacher, secretar y . and general handyman.

'fo you -

~Ir. \\'alton -

our grateful thanks for all that you have done to lay the excellent

foundations fo r the R.i versicle J l igh School of to-day and to-morrow and for the unselfish assistance
at a ll times to both staff and students.
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I TIME-SAYING

PAY-RAISING
TRAINING FOR BUSINESS
Whether business or academic preparation is your
background, you will probably benefit richly from
one of our SECRETARIAL, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTING or CLERICAL COURSES.
Here are practicol, useful benefits which all of our
students enjoy.

*
*
*
*
*
*

Career-oriented programme
Accelerated instruction
College-grade student body
Experienced staff
Modern classrooms and equipment
Free job placement

ARE THESE BENEFITS THE BENEFITS YOU SEEK !

\I

I

One way to decide is to ask for more facts.
Phone or write for our free catalogue, without obligation.

WINDSOR
BUSINESS COLLEGE
R. J. SERVICE, Principal

709 Ouellette Avenue
Pag-e Two

CL 3-4921

SUMOVUZ

.1
,.

Front Row (Left to Right): Diane Morton, Gordon Thompson , B ruce
Stott.

M arlanne Langlo is

Back Row ( Left t o Right): David Kelllngton, Ken Woodall, David
MacKay.

BLOOD SWEAT AND TEARS
The task of preparing this edition for press has not been without its various lllinor cri ses. Blood
almost flowed when non-contributing bystanders offered advise. "\\Thy don't we have a BlC BOOK
\\"ith a padded CO\·er ?" ( Oh yes! encrust it with rubies and pearls too. all for a $ 1.25). "I don't like
my photo." (we thought it was flatt ering). is another common stimulant to the adrenalin. Belated.
uncorrected columns. usually grubby and folded into small squares. were a horror to behold! \Ve "the
workers" offer YOU the best we could do. \\·here were the critics vvith the brain waves, when the sweat
and toil was in. 1,rogress?
T o the uninitiated we explain - work on a year book begins early in September. First, advertising
mm;t be sold. letters written, and a budget set. All year the effor t continues in spasms. Then frenzied
activity is essential as the time to go tu press draws near. After publication. we begin to collect for
"ads." Sometimes. September finds us s till col lecting from reluctant accounts. (Those whose names
we spelled wrong). Do patronize our adYertisers. without them there would be no Rebelogue. or our
selling price would be $3.00 for 30 pages.
The Spark behind this year's book is Diane Morton, who never lost hope. t\ble and willing assistance was given by Sandra Sanrn a. Cordon Thompson, o ur advertising manager. kept the financial
worrie~ to a m inimum. Ken \Voodall, the human computer "·ith an eagle eye. is the business manager.
.\farianne Langlois. blonde as a secretary s hould be, was invaluabl e. Dave M acKay and Janet Murphy
produced the patrons. \\'ho:-;e generous material a!->sistance enables us to keep the line c>n price.
V irgil Duff and nlargaret I lodut tramped miles about the halls, to round up the class columns.
club r <:ports, and literary gems. The Camera Club. under the direction and actiYe participation of Mr
C iles had a difficult task to follow Mr. Logan's professional footsteps. (Neil St. Clair and Da,·e Kellington led the endeavours of this newly formed club). Sheila Georges was a lways ready to offer
:-miling help.
"Miss ·w estgate and ;\l iss Clary edited the cla:-s columns. to them go special thank,;. l;nder the
direction of ;\ Jr. King. the printers at the Star have been helpful a nd efficient. No doubt some will
he overlooked in the mad haste. to them we say SORRY! p lease understand. Among the many beh ind these pages are; Kruce Stott. Sue Taylor, Carol Solomchuk. Nancy Housley. Carol Burbridge,
Nancy \,\'atrel. Brenda Steele, Jane Anne Bower, Julie Brennan, vYalter Pastorius. 1\faya \ 'an Diessen,
Larry Coughl in, Lynn Rozich and the "Forgotten ones."
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GOOD SENSE:

Good Students

Good ·Citizens

Compliments of

Wind sor,. Ontario

" Where Good Engineering Puts Some thing Extra Into Every Vehicle"

Page Four

HONOUR
GRADUATES
.,

N ame: Ron A llan .
Act: Basketball, Cadets, Key
C lub, Student Council, Black
and Go ld, Ath letic Societ y.
Amb: To break in t o double
figures in English L i terature.

Name: Carol Burbridge.
Act: Volleybal l T eam, Glee C l ub,
B lack and Gold.
Amb: To marry a mi l lionaire
who owns a red Rolls- Royce.
(R.N.)

.,

N ame: Craig Al len.

Name: Bob Arnold.

Name: David Baker.

Act: Riverside United Young
Men's C lub, R.U.B.C., Pref ect.

Act:

Act: Hockey Team, Key Club.

Hockey Team.

Amb: No ambition.

Name: Gw en Burkhart.
Act: Library Club, Pref ects, S.S.
Teacher at St. Aida n 's C h urch.
Amb:
Home
wrec k onomics
(Home Ee.) at u. of T oron t o
or Assumption.

Name: David Ca lcott.

Name: Ale x Dav idson.

Act: Cadets, Bowling Club.

Act: Track and Fie ld, Hockey,
Cadets.

Amb: Get to Western and buy a
car.

Amb: Learn the mating call of
the moose. Engineering.

Name: J ackie Davis.

Name: Susan Downey.

N ame: Dennis Duff.

Act: Swimming, Dancing.

Act: Prefect, Raiderette .

Amb: Wishes people wou ld stop
'?ai ling her Suzie Wong. (Nurs-

Amb: Nursing.

Act: P resident of the
Counc il .

ing).

Amb: Bachelor of Commerce at
Assumption University.

Amb: Career in mathema t ics.

Name: Lynda Emerson.
Student

Act: Student Council, Sr. Vol leyball, Prefect, B lack and Go ld.
Amb: To be a nurse and marry

Amb: Teachers College.

,.Ben Casey."
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Name: Vern Fitzpatrick.
Act: Prefect, Naval Reserves,
Junior Achievement.
Amb: ?

?

Name: Carol Hancox.
Act: Prefect, lnterform basketball, Volleyball manager.
Amb: Beat Gwen Burkhart at
the end of the year. ( Major
in Geography at Queen 's).

Name: Paul Hewitt.
Act: lnterform
football.

Amb:
Engineering,
horses.

Name: Ken King.

Name: Betty Landauer.

Name: Sandra Lever.

Act: Nil.

Act: I.S.C.F. Piano, 23 spares a
,..,eek.

Act: Prefect ,
ming.

Amb: Attend University.

Amb: Some institution of higher
learning.

Name: Ray Matthews.

Name: Mary Martin.
Act:
Young
Choir.

People's

Union,

Amb: She'd like to tell you really she would.

Act: Eating, Sleeping
Cadets, Rifle T eam.

(mostly)

Amb: Petroleum Geology.

Name: Paul Kicfaver.

basketball

and

Shoeing

Bowling,

Act: Girls.
Amb: French Teacher.

Name: Peter Loaring.
Swim·

Act: Track and Field, Raiders,
Prefect, Bowling.

Amb: Pharmacist.

Amb: ?

Name: John Maxwell.
Act: Key Club, Student Council,
Cadets, Rifle Team.
Amb: Professional Whaler Sailor. High School Teacher Phys. Chem.

Name: Janice Moore.

?

?

Act: Prefect, S. S. Teacher, Sec.
of A,Y,P,A.
Amb: To rule the playpen. (Teacher).

Name: Nelson Orthner.

Name: Bill Powers.

Name: Gale Purdy.

Name: Robert Relf.

Act: Homework.

Act: Prefect, Raiders.

Act: R.U.B.C., Student Council,
( Advisor).

Amb: ?

Ami): Acco1mtant.

Amb: My guess is as good as
yours.

Amb: Sports Broadcaster. (Business Administration).

Page Six

?

Act: Rifle Team, Raiders.

Name: L.ynne Roden.

,, ame: Shirley Slusarchuk.

Name: Al Strachan.

Name: Jane Tebbs.

Act: Prefect.

Act: Volleybal l, Bask etball, Prefect, Track an d F i eld, Student
Council, Athletic Society.

Act: Football, Raiders, 3:30 detention C lub, S.M.

Act: Swimming, Y.P.U.
lnterform Volleyball.

Amb: Paediatrician.

Amb: To win "White P lumbing"
at cards.

Amb: Dietltlon.

Name: Wil liam Voy.

Nam e : Ron Waddington.

N ame: Mi k e Ward.

Name: Bill White.

Act: Football, Basketball, Track
and Fie ld, Raiders, Prefect.

Act: Key Club, Cadets, Prefect.

Act: Basketba ll, Football, Track
and Field, Key Club, Athletic
Soc iety, Student Council.

Act : R ai ders, T rack and Field,
Bow ling.

Amb: Major in Gym-ratting.

Amb: Mechanical Eng i neering.

Amb: B.N. Sc.

Plano,

0
Amb: To conduct a symphony

Amb: Mechanical Engineer.

orchestra.

f.

Name: David White.
Act: Bowl ing, Server's Gui ld at
St. Aidan's.
Amb: Jack of all trades.

Compliments of

CO :\IPLI1\IENTS

OF

THE
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RED CROSS CLUB

COMPLIMENTS OF

Compliments of

RAYMOND AL LAN
Buil der and Cont ractor
General Bui ld ing - Additions - Alterations

B AKER'S DAIRY BAR
t 024 W yandot te St.

948-2161

Phone 945-2865

201 Reedmere A ve.

Ri verside, Ont.

Page Sen:n

FAM ILY OF FINE PRODUCTS

Deep-dish steering wheel • Safety door locks •

Padded-dash •

Safety glass in every window • Safety seat belts •
brakes •

Double-wrapped aluminized muffler •

Self adjusting

Shatter-resistant

rear view mirror • Shock-absorbent foam padded arm rests •
Page l'ight

Commencement, 1961
This year our Commencement Exercises were held on December 21. Craduates came from as far
as 11Iontreal lo be present for the occasion.
The exercises \\'ere preceded by an elaborate graduation dinner, held at the C nited Church . •\t
the opening. theh Rnerend Lindsay I [o\\'an deliYcred the lnYocation. which was immediately followed by the playing of the Craduation ).farch and 'O Canada.' )Lr. E. E. \ "arah. chairman of the
Hoard of Education. then introduced . \lderman \Yatson. who came in place of }fayor C~. R Stewart,
and gave some words of encouragement to the graduates, concern in g their future endea\'ours. The
high point of the e\'ening \\'as the addre;.;s to the graduates by the Re,·erend Dr. R Temple Kingston .
He stressed their importance in the future. and asked them to choose their line of \\·ork carefully. lo
"·ork in behalf of peace, and lo aid in the abolition of discrimination. The address impressed e,·cryone present
l\fr. \Yalton. with the aid of several members of the school board and staff, then proceeded \\'ith
the a\\'arding of d iplomas, class medals, and intermediate certificates.
)

!:{ix members of the graduating class recei,·ecl scholarships and bursaries. Elizabeth Day recei, eel
a Dominion-Provincial Student .\id Bursary and a Student Council Bursary. Blaire Durb in and }[ary
}[acPherson each receiv ed Student Council Bursaries. The John .\skin Chapter J.O.D.E. Bursary
\\'Us presented lo Richard ()'Callaghan by :-lr. C. C. \\'hite. Ingrid Stahl was the proud recei\'er of
the Dominion-Pro,·incial Student .\id Bursary, the Stlldent Council Bursary. and the Ki\\'an is Club
of Ri,·erside Bursary. The Gkrainian Graduates' Society Scholarship and a Student Council Bursary
went to .J anee \\"achna. 'I'he Yaledictory addr ess was presented by ) fary :.\facPherson.
The Student body a nd the staff all express the best wishes for the future of this year's graduates.
:.\faya ,·an Diessen

T he Teaching Staff

C l ass Medalists
Grade 9A-Donald Grant

Grade lOC-John Loaring

Grade 9B-Catherine Calcott

Grade !OD-Carole Fisher

Grade 9C- Rodger Linton

Grade llA-Kenneth Woodall

Grade 9D-Peggy Polhill

Grade 11B-Blair Morrissey

Grade 9E-Maureen Shaw

Grade llC-Monica Menn

Grade lOA-Virgil Duff

Grade 12A-John Maxwell

Grade 10B-Carol Solomchuck

Grade 13- Ingrid Stahl
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Investment
and

Opportunity
Canada needs young m en and women of
ambition and ability who want to build successful, worth-while careers. Money invested in
education, particularly at the university level,
offers this opportunity and gives Canada a
high return.
Since it began six years ago, the General
Motors Canadian Scholarship Programme has
created opportunities for students who found
lack of sufficient funds all that kept them from
a university education. Twenty-five scholarships
are awarded each year and, to the present,
more than 200 students have received awards
ranging in value to $2,000 a year.
The choice of one of 14 universities and of
faculty rests entirely with the students and their
advisors. The GM Scholarship Programme also
provides grants to the universities themselves
to help maintain and improve the quality
of education.
The seven General Motors companies
operating in Canada want to help deserving
students develop their capabilities so that
they can prepare for an important part in
Canada's future.
It is an investment we like.
Applications for General Motors Scholarships should be
directed to the Registrars of the following participating
universities: Tl,e University ofToro11to; the University of
Western 011tario, London; Queen's University, Kingston;
the U11iversity of Montreal; the University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg; the University ofBritish Columbia, Vancouver;
the University ofSaskatchewa11, Saskatoon; the University
of Alberta, £dmonto11; Dalhousie University, Hali/ax;
the University of New Brunswick, Fredericton; Laval
U11iversity, Quebec City; McGill University, Montreal;
Memorial University, St. John's, Newfoundland; and
McMaster University, Hamilton.

GENERAL MOTORS
Growing with Canada
Page Ten
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Front Row ( Left to
Right): Lynne Rozi ch,
Maya Van Diessen , Diane Morton, Elizabeth

Barron ,

S ue

Taylor,

Sandra Saruna.
Middle Row ( Left to
Right):
Jim
Hussey ,
Eric Morgan ,
Richard
Alewlck, Walter Pastorius, M Ike Loaring, Dave
Kelllngton, Ken Wooda l l, Bruce Stott, Gor d
Wirch.
Back Row (Left to
Right}: Neil St. Clair,
Bennet Ormseth,
Bob
McAllum, Bruce Davidson, Juri Kasemets, Ron
Kocela, Gord Thompson ,
Dave Merschback, Richard Le Fave.

GENIUS INCORPORATED - 12A

To operate ,;uch a large corpor ation as the one managed by
the members of Ccn iu,; Incorporated. a Yast amount of talenc
is required. This exposit ion . h,b
been compiled by the staff of
Tnter - Office Comm un ication,;.
Sandra Saruna, Sue Taylor, a nd
Dave MacKay, to enlighten the
general public on the ability to
be found therein.
First, let us examine the financial structure. Ronald Kocela
maintains a constant check on
boob in hi:,; position of auditorin-chief. It is he who calculate,;
the po,;sibilitie,; of pro,;pecti,·e
resource,;. \\'hich a re proposed by
the able geologists and geographers. Eric Morgan and Juri
Kasemets. Bab McCaHum and
Ken Woodall analyse mineral
samples in their Chem ical Lab.
They \\'Ork in company with the
chief distiller Jim Hussey. Seer~Page Tweh·e

tarial ,,·ork i,; ably handled by
Lynn Rozich who a long "·ith
Maya van Diessen, the female
personnel manager. and Elizabet,1 Barron, t he press secretary,
keep o ur statistics-clerk. Catherine Hindmarsh. d iligently labouring in order to fil e immense
quantities of document,; in the
library.
Walter Pastorius and Gord
Wirch, ,,·ho,;e main assignment
ts
inY<c'Sting funds \\'isely a r e
often seen sign ing forms in the
presence of Bruce Stott, former
director of recreation who transferred to lottery superintendent.
T hi:,; common occurence is Yerified by pictures taken by Dave
Kellington and Neil St. Clair.
the heads of ad,·ertising and sales
promotion.
Xot to be omitted in this outline are the t\\'O members of the

"Ba ndai d Brigade" Doc Alewick
and Nurse Morton, whose s upreme effort:,; r educe the injurycaused mortality rate. Bruce
Davidson and Mike Loaring, the
chief economists labour to r educe
cost,; but are beleagured by the
efforts of Richard Lefave t o obtain ,;uppor t for his dri,·e for
more fri,·olous liring, such as
cotfec breaks and freely tipping
the Chairman of the Hoard of
I)irectors of Bell Ir ops. Pete
Malowney.
To increase sales and rerenucs
Dave M erschback, Bennett Ormseth. and Gord Thompson function a;;; sales directors. ,,·hose
foreign meetings r esult in Yast
orders fo r our products. Tn ;;;um1nary this is an exposee of the
oper ation of 12:\. who, under the
d irection of Miss T rottier has
had a wonclerf u1 year.

Front Row { Left to
Right ):
Bill Wakeley ,
Ken Thorn ,
Margaret
Brady , Shella Georges,
Jane Anne Bower, Bob
Luck-Baker,
Randy
AustinBack Row ( Left to
R i ght):
Jack
Livingston, Rod Smith , Tom
Ryan, Ross MIies, Rod ger To uchie, Bill Wells ,
Ted
Williams,
George
Lewis, Jack Duck.

128 CLASS COLUMN

\Ve of 12B w ould like to welcome you all to the Olympics of
1962. This year they a re being
held at R iverside, under t he guidance of the great historian, Mr.
Sabo. Moving OYer to the news
department we find our foreign
correspondent Margitta Wiedemann, busily typing the result.,
of t he past days. Al l this important informat ion is to be
delivered to the chief editor of
"Play Sports" magazine. l-I ere
are some of the results : At the
hockey matches, Jim Duck is
leading the winning Rebels to
gold cup victories. At the high
jump pit Peter Budwin wears a
s ih-er medal, adding prestige to
the discounted suit he wears.
compliments of Art Bowman.
Margaret Brady has s imply to
do a headstand and she will mo,·e
into the final round of the gymnastics event. Leading the weight
lifting division is John Andriash,

lifting a total "·eight of two
pounds. .:\.Iaintaining the peace
and sportsmanship at these
eYents is the well-known "Perfect" - Ted Williams. In the
field of literature: Gary Snyder,
the well-known "Va I en ti n e
King" ; Bill Wakely, famous for
his poetic history notes to Barb
Smith; and Dave Parmeter, 011r
London correspondent, are ail
trying for first place honours.
Rod Smith and Tom Ryan haYe
been setting many new records,
not on ly here, but away. In the
Basketball eYents, to be held in
the evening. we are well-represented by Sheila Georges and
Roger Touchie, both entered in
the sen ior division. Here is a
news flash - that dancing man ,
George Lewis, has just won the
gold medal in the "Pony Contest" for the third consecutive
year. Bob Luck-Baker, the Olympic philosopher has entered him-

se lf in a new event, "Concentration" and he is doing quite well.
Vincent Castonguay was given
the new title of "Big Daddy
Yince," by one of his many aclm irers from another nation congratulations Big Daddy. Jane
Anne Bower, our goodwill minister, has acquired many new titles
O\'er the last few clays - ~Iiss
Pork Chop of '62, Hubbies, and
~faclame Petunia. The booby
prize or I mean award, was presented to Ken Thorn for being
the all round "Athl ete of the
Y car." Randy Austin took honours in the Junior events - as
he was the only one entered. On
behalf of the teams we would
like to thank our t\YO great
coaches Jack Livingstone and Bill
Wells. Signing off now are your
three ro,·ing reporters:
Jane Anne Bower, Margaret
Brady, and Sheila Georges.
Page Thirteen

Front Row ( Left to
Right): Irene Woytowich, N ancy Housley,
Jenny F ord, R h o d a
Fowkes, Gail Graham ,
Barb
S m I t h ,
Barb
Howie, Marianne Lang lois, M onica Menn , Carol
Cowley, M argaret Ho dut.
Middle Row ( Left to
Right):
K en
Wilson ,
Marlon de Vaan, Maxine

Watters,

Eleanor

Seary, Sandra WIison,
Beverley Martin, Sally
Barlow, Janet Murphy,
Larry Coughlin.
Back Row (Left to
Right): Ted Pickering,
David Phillips, Richard
MIine, Wayne
Harris,
Jacob Ochs, John Faul,
Mike Wilson , Brent

Manor,

Dave

Logan,

Dick Rock, Al Rothwell,
Richard Giffen , David

Tarcla.

12C's MONDAY MORNING BLUES
Jialf\\'a)' do\\'n the mam hall
you "·ill meet the s leepiest bunch
of teenagers ever, 12C ! Among
a pile of books. girls and fello\\'s
you get the first g limpse of our
best speciman. Dick Giffen, his
long hair hanging in his fac1.:.
Carol Cowley :--tretches, listening to Brent "Gook" Manor's
latest gossip. Just then Miss
Westgate appears and the library
doors s\\'ing open for anotht!r
day. Sally Barlow, Maxine Watters, and Wayne Harris retire
to their seats, joined by Eleanor
Seary, Ted Pickering, Marion
" Chandelier" de Vaan and Dick
" Alex" Rock. In zooms Janet
"Hazel" Murphy on her broom
from her hall \\·onderings. joining the gang. E,·eryone looks up
and in "·alks Dave Phillips. Their
\\'ait was ended! ~ow the fun be~an . for no one was too tir ed for
Dave's doodles.
The hands of our beloYe<l
clock \\'Carily stretch to\\'ard nine
as our Pep Club "exec" Barb
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Smith and Janet Davidson slip
in. Taking a close third. in t ri ps
Barb Howie. She sur e can skate:
it's too bad she can' t \\'alk yet.
Then Jacob Ochs and John
Faul come in, chased by Bev
Martin \\'ho just can't \\'ait to
find her pal and g ive he1· the
"·eek-end r eport. Maybe ,·ou
didn't know but Irene Woytowich and Marg Wiseman have
just formed a S\\'ap club. (cookie-;
candies and Tri-State amusemeJ1t).

Don't be alarmed, 12C docs
have their quiet ones. Rhoda
Fowlkes, Sandy Wilson, Larry
Coughlin and Dave Tarcia.
Elayne Gilbert and Marianne
Langlois al most make these few .
but the ha,·e a r eason. (TTome\\·ork anyone?).

In the corner. Allan Rothwell
plays albatross. Some day he'll
get off the ground! The morning
bell sounds and all file out passing Harry's typing, "·hich was

g-reatly appreciated by all. Last
one out of the r oom is Nancy
"Leap Frog" Housley as she
leaps o,·er the desks with the
attendance slip clutched in her
hot little hand.

ln I listory, our sleeping stop.
Mike Wilson catches up o n
missed hours and Gail Grahm
catches up on missed home\\·ork.
Mr. Sabo decides to send Ken
Wilson to S iberia on the TransSiberian Choo Choo Twain.
David Logan has left us this first
class and Ricky Milne doesn't
seem to be here either. Monica
Menn does some dreaming too,
for next year. she's of£ to Ger.
many to fulfill her dream . . \t
noon. school comes to a halt and
Jenny Ford hops in Bill's car
and is off with her dream.
\\'e of 12C hope a ll hayc a
happy year to come and a lways
r emember to keep up your diary:
it's \\'Orth extra marks!
Nancy Housley
Janet Murphy.

LITERARY
''THE WIPE-OUT"
-by Virgil D uff ll A
The meeting was set for the Skull's house. llis parents were both working and ,n:ren't due home
until lc1.te-afternoon. The Skull's real name was lr\'ing Fotheringh.1111. but lrvirn:.~· i» hardly a fitting
name for a gang leader. and thus he insisted upon being called b) the alias, 'Skull.'
]~Jank. Tony and Jerry were due at any moment. Jerry was in the thirteenth grade in high school.
'J'he others attended a vocational school (this occupation was a nominal one).

A sudden rap at the hack door shook the Skull from his deep thoughts. His sinewy body mO\·ed
like a figure skater's as he leaped to his feet. The kitchen was a conglomeration of unwashed dinner
dishes and remnants of the ,·ictuals of are aforementioned meal.
At the door \\'ere his three companions. The Skull motioned them in . and they offered their casual
~reetings as they made their \\·ay lo the li,·ing room. "Say Skull." "I low's it going, fella?" "\\'hat's
up Skull?" They didn't "·ail to be told, hut "·enl about making themsch·es comfortable. Tlank and
To1w ;;.prawled on the mau,·e carpet: Jerry seated himself in the "·om easy chair. The Skull stood
in their midst and began telling them his plan.
"Look. guys. we're gon'na 'lift' at l ludson's this Saturday ." J lank and Tony murmured sounds
of appron1l but Jerry broke in, "\Yhy Hudson's. why not stay in \\'incisor?"
"\\'e'll be less likely to be recognized by friends in 1ludson's." replied the Skull.
"But we're more likely to be caught in Hudson's. Too many 'walkers'," protested Jerry.

"There'll be so many people that they
annoyance.

"·011 't

S\X)t us easy." retorted the Skull. showing signs of

"\Veil. what about getting the stuff through customs?"
"Look. we just take small stuff. ~ow knock it off. Say. if you're chicken you can cut out now and
forget t he whole bit fella!" The other two nodded assent to this I emark.

''l'm not chicken! I'll go along, don't worry. I just don't "·an'na get caught. that's all."
":-\11 right, we're not gon'na ge caught. so stop \\·orrying. Xow look. "·e'll meet near the tunnel
at two o'clock. Saturday . got that! \\'e'll go across in pairs. All right. beat it! See ya Saturday." Ile
let t hem out the hack way and \\·ent back to the li,·ing room to think o,·er their undertaking.

********
They went through different entrances at Hudson's, planning lo meet in thirty minutes at a nearby cigar stor e. From there they \\'Ould head home.
Thirt,· minutes later. Tom· and [ lank arrived at the store. followed b,· Jern·. 'l'heY waited ten
minutes:))llt there \\·as no sign of the Skul l. They walked back towards ·H;1dso;1's on - the opposite
side of the street. Out front ,n1,; a police car. Presently. three officers came out with the Skull in
t<l\\·. Quickly they lost themsel\'es in the throng of shoppers. They arrived at the tunnel as quickly
as possible. and "·ent hack to \\'incisor at different times.
~Ieanwhile. because he was eighteen . the Skull wa-; taken to the local precinct and locked up.
It didn't take long for the police to crack his hard cover. He d indgecl the names of the other toughs
with in an hour. He spent the night in jai l and wa,; released on bond the next day.

* * * *

*

* * *

On his first night hack home, he went out in search of hi~ pals. although he was much less
cocky than on the pre,·ious day.
Before he had walked two blocks, that familiar cry, the one he ha<l uttered so often himself rangshri ll. "Cet him!" Two forms leaped at him from behind. :\ cat-like figure on the left brought a chai;1
d0wn across his back. The other stomped his head and back with his bopping boots. They rolled the
motionless mas.._ into the gutter and \'anished into the black . .\ new leader had risen from the
throng to lead the others to' more trouble, and then. ine,·itably to \\·ind up himself in the gutter, a
Yictim of the 'wipe-out.'
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11A
Front Row ( Left to Right): Sheila
Kelton, Jane Johnston, Judy Quarrington ,
Susan
Livingstone,
Katherine
Kelly,
Brenda Steel, Ruby Thrasher, W e ndy
Burbrl(fge, Carol Solomchuk.
Middle Row ( Left to Right): Faye
Campbell, Julia Brennan , Irene Wojziuk,
Lorrice Kirk, Francis Tako, Nancy Watret, Gail Hancox, Cathy Dell, Sharon
Brown, Jane Clancy.
Back Row ( Left to Right): Robert
Krivoshein , Peter Baxter, Eric Seppala,
Herbert Miller, Virgil Duff, Kenneth
Winch. Lawrence Western.

118
Front Row (Left to Right): Jo.Anne
Gillespie, Corina Ocolisan, Margaret Morrison, Nancy Harkness, Linda Hipson,
Barbara Day.
Middle Row (Left to Right): Ronald
Ellis,
Robert
Linton,
Carole
Fisher,
Brenda Cheetham, Susan Fuller, Jud ith
Jones, Thomas Newmark, Philip Street.
Back Row ( Left to Right): David Hill,
Ronald Fauteux, Robert Lindquist, Douglas Connor, Paul White, Richard Pracey,
Graham Gould, Allan Tyson, Richard
Moran.

11C
Front Row ( Left to Right): Joyce Bol ton, Patricia Booth, Janet Ire land, Kath•
leen Andrews, Linda Bennett, Lois Man ney, Carol Lyon, Sandra Long, Linda
Westlake, Theresa Sealey.
Middle Row (Left to Right): Robert
Baillie, Robert Maloche, Sandra Baillie,
Claire Levasseur, Janis Burleigh, Corliss
Duncan, Karen Flewelling, Audrey Hillman, Marilyn Mallaby, Sandra Bain.
Back Row (Left to Right): Bruce Jardine, Terry Clark, Michael Hoba, Greig
Holder, Paul Walden, Steven Weaver,
James Robinson, Jack Kitson.
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1 lA CLASS COLUMN
Time, ha,·c changed ~ince the 1800's
when people travelled around the
world in eighty days. Today, we arc
zoollling about the earth in space cap~ules. Lefs take a cap,ule ride into the
iuturc!
\\' e bla~t off on the roof pad of
Riverside High: our objccti,·c: to seek
former ,tudcnts of llA. Passing over
~las~achusetts, we notice Bo~tonian
~ocialites, Ruby Thrasher and Cathy
Kelly, enjoyinf( a whirl of activities. 1 n
\\'a;.hington, Virgil Duff ( a cigar
moulded in hi, lips) sits arrogantly, his
legs propped up on an oak desk. He
wastes no time giving orders to his
mcsscngc,·, Ken Winch, who winks at
his favourite secretaries while scm-rying from office to office with the
attendance sheet. .1\:ext Frances Tako
is busy operating her riding stables in
the B lue Grass State. Bob Krivoshein
and Eric Seppala are found in Hollywood, receiving rewards for dramatic
successes. Herb Millar the strong man
of Barnum & Baily, continues to lift
his weights during the winter season
at Florida.
.\s we zoom Ol'er Harvard Cniver.,ity, we quicklyglance at Brenda Steel
and Jane Johnston cheering their team
on to victory. \\"hipping over ~[exico,
we wave to Cathy Deli, Sue Livingston and Sharron Brown, who a,·e cngro,sed in their favourite pastime~ ",ie~la~" - while Margie Kay, Shei!a
Kelton and Nancy Watret nervous! v
watch the hull fights. Julie Brennan,
Judy Quarrington and Ann Ferry a,-c
,cen sun bathing on the warm beache,
of Chile. Larry Western is pointing
out \'arious geographic details of the
Rift \ ·alley using his knowledge attained from past geography classes in
which he excelled. Pete Baxter is seen
reciting Roman history on a pedestal i 11
the Colosseum wh ile Pam Dunca.n
translates her living Latin in the streeb
of Pompeii.

Olga Sigmund become, another Sterling Moss, racing around the track;, at
Le ~[ans. Her driving has improved
since she ;,kipped school to get her
licence! Irene Wojziuk 1;, leaching
French in France.
. \s we cross the Atlantic, Gail Hancox is spotted with her husband and
five little ones sailing on the Queen
Elizabeth to Europe. Carol Solomchuk
and Faye Campbell have made their
way to the to1> as the onlv t\\'O girls
helping the Harlem Glolie Trotter;,
~ink baskets. Henry Sipila, crowded by
women is spinning the wheels at ~lonte
Carlo. Jane Clancy and Lorrie Kirk are
to he sponsored IJ\· the Y.\\'.C..\. in
r•vmnastics at the \\'orld Olympic;. in
~I elbourne. .\ustra:ia. 1999.
Thi, is the last view before I find
myself bobbing up and down in the
Gulf of ~fcxico. soon to he hoisted
ashore, and gi,·en a medal for being
the first lady· astronaut name!y Wendy
Burbridge.
Wendy Burbridge.

11 B CLASS COLUMN
A human mosaic, formed of Jewels In .
laid, is
Displayed on a pl ain and common background.
The picture, of course, is imaginary,

but true, seen
Through the eyes of an onlooker.
I write of the mosaic not generally, not
I ndividually, since no one piece or part
shou ld glare or
Distort the overall impress ion.
But each part or section has been
moulded separately for
Collection, and each has a shine of its

own.

Y es, all shaped d i fferent ly to fit
C ollectively in the f inal result of 118.

Through our invisible camera we get
a closer look at the colourful mosaic
come to life. Like the bright, yellow,
sun of early morning. Mr. Blake beams
in front of the class. Howe,·er. it's a
blue morning for Richard Pracey, Ron
Ellis, and Boyne Wiseman, after their
wild weekends.
Off in a corner, sparkle, Mr. Medd's
geometry class, where Dave Dent is
trying to revise the thoughts of Euclid
with the help of Graham Gould and
Brenda Cheetham' s turning wheels.
Here is a brief note to Nancy Thomp-son... Don't be so blue, Nancy. Geometry problems are easier to solve with
rulers instead of fingernails."
The gloomiest aspect of our mohaic
is Physics class, where everyone i,, in
darkness. Nancy Harkness gazes at
the guinea pigs and whisper,, "\Ye
used to han: a white rabbit once." Paul
White is still, although with fai lure.
trying to use his glas,,cs as concave
and convex lenses. \\.hile Karen Johnson, Ruth Duncan and Linda Hipson
never get an experiment done.
ln English. the camera picks up
bright red. as Allan Tyson displays
his red English marks..\ re they prettier than the blue ones Al? On the
other hand. Phil Street and Barbara
Day, seem to be lite,·ary geniuses.
1 n the blue moments before lunch,
Miss Trottier scans the twenty geography students for her next volunteer,
but seems to depend on Richard
Moran, who shines in the front desk.
11canwhile, Miss Balkwill has eight
studenb in her care. Please note: Bob
Linton is still having fun repeating
lessons typed before Christmas.
On the mosaic, the colour now is a
!>ickly green for Latin class. as Ron
Fauteux seems to ha,·e met his waterloo. Doug Connors shys behind Bob
Lindquist,
when
Tom
Newmark
changes Don Juan's nationa li ty. You
do know what we mean, Jo-Anne
Gillespie!
Our mosaic picks up a mi~ty gray
as Historv begins. Corina Ocolisan reveals the· absentee rale to Mr. Sabo,
while Dave Hill wonders how the pyramids were built. Anne Powers is noted
for writing a perfect paper, in history.
Our camera becomes blurred and a,
the bC:11 rings at three-thirty. Susan
Fu!ler, Judy Jones, and Carol Fisher
run and co,weniently meet their boyfriends. But lest we become too sentimental. we have a generous supply of
"a little something to do" while burning the midnight oil.
The colours disappear, and the
camera fades away from our mosaic
of llB, as students scatter homewanl
through the slush and snow of our
winter streets.

11 C CLASS COLUMN
Shh! The great director, Fredrico Fellini O ' Gorman is assigning parts for today! In French.
Audrey Hillman and Karen Flewelling are discussing with Corliss Duncan and Terry Clark the
script, Rions Ensemble, while
Sheila Wright is busy studying it.

In typing, Greig Holder, Mike
Hoba and Bruce Jardine are rehearsing the parts of the Three
Stooges. In English, Steve Weaver recites his famous poem "The
Rip ln The Cloud" and gets nodding approval from Bob Baillie.
;;.:; o"· it's Geography, and Sandra
Baillie, Sandy Bain, Marilyn
Mallaby, and Theresa Sealy consult their book to build a backdro,> re~e111bling- a hoi;.t. ln the
lab, the mad doctor J im Robinson, and his two ghoulish assistants, Alex Robinson and Bob
Meloche, prepare for the horror
~cenC' when they try to do a
calorimeter question.
•\£ter a lunch break, we're back
on the set with the director and
helper, Jack Kitson. In the Gym,
Tarzan (Paul Walden) and Jane
(Sandra Long) practice swinging
from Yine to vine, with children,
Pat Booth and Joyce Bolton.
The next scene is the blazing
hot desert atmosphere of the History room, where Mohammed
Andrews and the pyramid conlractor and plumber, Linda Bennet search for a site for their
latest buildings, a freezer for Jan
Ireland. She turns mighty red in
History.

This day nears its end, and the
director of the curtain scene, Mr.
Medd, is putting away his protractor. Linda Westlake, Lois
Manney, and Carol Lyon try to
hide so that they won't be asked
to play parts out on the board.
. \t the back, our two quiet script
girls Claire Lavasseur and Janis
Burleigh count off the seconds,
till three-thirty, and another day
is over.
Page Se,·entcen
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lOA CLASS COLUMN

l0B CLASS COLUMN

FLASH: NEW SERuM Dl-3COVERED BY A SMALL
GROUP OF SCIE TTISTS !
Mr. Giles and his group announced a serum for predicting
the future. The experiments too;.;
place on Friday \\"ith amazing
results. The 111) class \\"aS used
as a group of human guinea pig>
The first injected "·as Ozzie
Stahl, \\"ho immediately ~tarted
campaigning for the P residency
of Gond\\"analand. \\"hen Larry
Girard "·as injected. he began to
hang on two coffee cups as
though they \\"ere bongos, and r~cite beatnik poetry. Bev Sch neider, \\"ho ,,·as injected at the
same time, told us to fasten our
seat belts and began to hand out
chewing gum. Evely~ Debrece_n
told us about her design of a tnlevel Japanese pagoda . mounted
on a helicopter for families who
like a frequent change of _sc_enery.
Reva Reid, when 111iected,
started to rant and ra\"e about the
poor decor of the lab. She began
to arrange things and recommended ne\\" colours. The doctors
had some misgi,·ings about Jane
Pendlebury, for she acted very
strangely. She sang and ~anceu.
There is no doubt, she will be a
dancer. Ute Preussel also started
to sing-. The song- we had ne\"er
heard. hut are sure that in 1982
"The \\' ind and the Rain in IT er
Leaves" will be a hit.
Walt Samanm started to yell
"Down I come." "I'll be sure not
to miss Stratford's production of
Richard II in 1982." Sheila
\Vonsch took off for the animal
hospital to distribute dog biscuits
and catnip to the poor animals.
She hasn't been seen since. Albert La Fleur became the first
French chef to make Pizza in a
Hungarian restaurant. Harris
Grossman \\"as over in the corner.
p rocessing a dictionary enti tied
Rnglish \\' ords, Id-ioms, and
\Videly - Used Phrases. Ellen
and Jci'yce Russell discovered the
remedy for helping people li,·e
twenty years without food. That's
"·hat pills can do for you.
The serum is wearing off no\\".
The future was told for Olwyn
Veighey, L inda Brown, and Susan Whitley. Miss Veighey lived
to be a bustling social director.
Miss Brown became a guide at
the Killarney Castle. and Miss
Whitley became a fashion desigmer. Because of the danger

Having discussed the column
for hours we came to the conclusion that we couldn't print
some things. For instance, Gary,
Frank, and Dave are sensational
hockey stars (puck which one
you like), but Anne is wrapped
up i.n one of their team-mates.
\ \' e heard Donna, Aline, and
Peggy are preparing our class
song. Cathy, after many requests
is giving up cheer-leading for
Lent. Elliot, do you use Tonette?
Marg, ho\\' are your aristocratic
\\' alken·i llites; how about your~
Cathy McClelland ? \Ve noticed
Bonnie and Eleanor suffer from
oxygen starvatio.n in their ele.
Yated positions. It's obYiou~
Cathy Prestanski is crazy aboul
BOBbie socks but, Chris and
Mike are still undecided conceniing the outcome of \V.\V. 1.
Lorelei, I Herb you were Lyon
to Connie about Gord. Jaye is
your motto "an Apple a day
keeps d'Wolfe at bay?" Rob
Roger, Wayne, and Bill have
"bouncing basketball insomnia."
\\' e see Dennis is learning to
throw papers w ith his feet . v..; e
heard Linda is head over heels
over a Leamington Baker.
Wayne Yared and Glenn are
wondering what homework we'll
have during the summer. It'~
e,·ident Peter is worried Lest'er
feet blister. Ellen and Bonnie
Budwin have planned their ah·
nual hunting trip. Watch out
Boys!!!
\Ve see Tom is trying to equal
the accomplishments of his idol.
Darryl, without success. Congratulations Joan on the acceptance of your Rebelogue composition. Peggy Haley! Stop
wasting time in Latin. Liz and
Maureen, are you discussing
axioms during math or just
making Assumptions, eh Liz ?
Is Linda Maxwell really dull
in Science or did she fall for Pete.
\\'e hope your stiff neck is better
Danny, but we kno\\" what those
parties can do. Denny had Hearl
Failure during one of them! Dear
Don ; we were so overcome by
your glowing personality. we
couldn't think of anything to say.
Punny
The Misch ief Makers

Pretty P am Alewick, superin.
tendent of R.H.S. General Hospital, ushers us down the hall
assisted by nurses Peggy Adair
Pat Hutchinson and Judy Burkhart. ln the children's ward we
see Rod Brown, Brian Horn, and
Pete Drury playing cowboys and
Indians " ·ith Liz Higginbott om.
N an Holland, and Marilyn Hansor, who is the big chief. Look
out! Here come the, giggle girls
nurses Sue Bates and Geri Day.
pursued by intern Brian Baker.
Through the swinging doors of
ward "sick" . . . er, s ix. we see
Marci a Baron and L inda Waddington in straight jackets continually cracking corny jokes.
See here, Dr. Gratto, leave nurse
"Wiggles," (I mean Williams)
alone ! ! Ruthie, you're distracting
Dr. Jay Jones with those big
eyes. Eh, Jay?
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involved in the use of this startling serum the results will be
made public in 1999.

T he ambulance doors fling
open. JI urriedly, stretcher-men
Dan MacPherson and Doug Mercer carry Phil Ochs int o the
emergency ward w h ere doctor~
Nick Lafleur, Dav id Stewart, and
Bob Wirch diagnose his trouble
as severe "twistit is." ln the
psycopathic ward Janet and
Heather Sadlier discuss army
life. wh ile Nancy Murphy reads
writings by Virgil ; and Fran
Munroe pretends her first name
is Marilyn. Linda Moore watches
Edie Miller as she signs somet hing about "Grannie swinging
on some door." Ray Radojevich
imagines he is a F rench butcher
while John Western cries "has
anybody got a rough note?":
Candy Campbell imagines her
last name begins with a "R". Dr.
John Voy says these cases all
need s urgery, while nurse Beth
Purdy reminds him he has more
impor tant things to do. euroJogist, Roger Maus, shows his
students, Randy Stoneman and
Jim Shepherd, how to <lra~v ~~n
woman. birth, death . and 1nf1n1ty
signs, \\'b ile poor Nancy Bertram
is in the emergency ward with
the measles. missing all the fun.
\Ve have now finished our tour
and as we leave the hospital the
chief su rgeon, Miss Balkwill, can
he seen waving to us from the top
floor of the hospital.
Candy Campbell

and Mary Williams
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10A
Front Row (Left to Righ t ): Anne
son,
Lorelei
Tripp,
Maureen
Catherine McLelland, Jaye Reid,
beth Harvey, Linda Gazo, Bonnie
Margaret Woodall, Peggy Haley.

EmerShaw,
Eliza.
Weiss,

Middle Row (Left to Right): Christopher Steed, Peggy Polhill, Aline Stannard, Ellen Brown, Janet Peacey, Donna
Gohm, Joan Orthner, Catherine Calcott,
Bonnie Budwin , Linda Maxwell, Catherine
Prestanski.
Back Row ( Left to Right): Elliott
Lyons, Wayne Ocolisan , Roger Linton,
Thomas Geary, Daniel Kapitanov, Peter _,...,r...•.
Perkins, Donald Grant, Dennis Reaume,
Gary Ambrose, Michael Hun t er, Robert
Hornsey, Glenn Smith, Wayne Yared,
Denny Courrier.
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Front

Row

( Left

to

Right):

Mary

Will iams, Fran Munroe, N ancy Bertram,

Linda Moore, Heather Sadlier, Janet
Sadlier, Elizabeth Higgenbottom, Judy
Burkhart, Peggy Adair, Marcia Barron,
Nan Holland, Edith Miller.
Middle Row (Left to Right): Nick
Lafleur, Pam Alewick, Beth Purdy, Geri
Day, Candy Campbell, Susan Bates,
Nancy Murphy, Linda Waddington, Ruth
Kidd, Marilyn Handsor, Pat Hutchison,
Rodger Maus.
Back Row (Left to Right): Brian Horn,
Doug Mercer, Bob Wirch, Dave Stewart,
Pl1il Ochs, John Voy, Jay Jones, Peter
Druary, Rod Brown, Ray RadoJevich,
John Western, Jim Shepherd, Brian
Barker,
Dannie
MacPherson ,
Bobby
G ratto.
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10C
Front Row (Left to Right): Cathy
Fowkes, Uta Kuhn, Marilyn Dowkes,
Pat Craig, Pat Smith, Heather Freeman,
Brenda
Fryer, Sandra M ineau, Mary
6eaudoin,
Lee
Cutler,
Holod,
Janice
Sandra Tuck,
Middle Row (Left to Right): Ileen
Abbot, Pat Patrick, Carol Fotheringham,
Marilyn Harling , Christine Z ettl, Leslie
W ilson, Carol Quick, Carol Pierce, Gall
Evans, Janice Gohm , Marjorie Coulson,
Carol Lowe.
Back Row ( Left to Right): Brian Evans,
Barry Jones, Ken Harris, Cecil Southward, J im Ball, John Wetherup, Ken
Sandell n, Gord Gosling, Heinz Erweld,
Colin Rickerby, Tom Hawken , Sandy
Douglas, Bob Manor.

10D
Front Row ( Left to Right) : Heather
Mann, Diane Webber,
Bonnie Wells,
Monica Phillips, Gail Gratto, EIieen Tiede,
Olga Wynarchuk , Dorothy Landauer.
Middle Row ( Left to Right): Alan
Coulson, John Woodhouse, Beverly Smith,
J Ill Sgrazzuttl, Hanko S e nger, Barbara
McClellan , Ian Davy, Robert Goodfellow,
Dennis Ford.
Back Row ( Left to Right): Douglas
Simpson, Earl Morris, Preston Smith,
Higginbottom,
Kenneth
Moore,
David
Peter McCallum, Kenneth Mathews, John
Bob Simpson,
Bastion ,
Bob Coulson,
Ronald Unger.

9A
Front Row (Left to Right): Margo
Brown ,
Jo-Anne
Bernhardt,
Marilyn
Wakeley, Linda Donelli , Sandy Weaver,
Susan Pastorius, Sandy Heatherington,
Pam Pattison, Margie Murray.
Middle

Row (Left to Right): Gail
Judy Munroe, Ruth Thrasher,
Sandra Speirn, Vicki Wachna , M ary Lou
Smith, Susan Talacko, Doug Oke.

Orobko,

Back Row ( Left to Righ t ): Les Taylor,
B Iii Whiteford, Glenn Ormseth , Gary
Demar.s , Carl Boyle, Richard Griffith ,
Peter Lapsley, John Briggs, David Breb ·
ner, Geoff Brown, Charles Van Diessen.
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lOC CLASS COLUMN

10D CLASS COLUMN

9A CLASS COLUMN

Candy Aytoun is quiet, she
makes little noise, but one thing
is certain she attracts all the
boys. Pat Patrick is a sweet darling child, al though sometimes
she seems to get terribly wild.
Jim Ball (milky) uses several
bobby pins; too bad his hair
looks like Rin Tin Tin's. In
basketball Tom is pretty hairy
but in French it seerns he's quite
the contrary. Carol Quick is a
barrel of fun. but once in a while
she acts shy to some. Brian
Evans and Ken Sandelin roam
the halls, to find the girls, one
short and one tall. Caroline
Fotheringham is taller than
Sandy Douglas by a hair and
"·hen he calls her moose she
starts to stare. Heather Freeman
is our Charlie Brown but when
boys are mentioned Sandy Tuck
goes to to\\·n. Barry and Colin
are real cool cats, and to Mr.
Walton they tip their hats. Brenda Fryer didn't make the football
team but as a cheerleader she's
really keen. Cecil Southward
t\\'ists with Marilyn Dowkes
\\'hile Bob Manor cracks his
phoney jokes. Christine Zettl and
Marilyn Harling are quite the
brains w hile Heinz is slowly
driving them insane. Marjorie
Coulson does a very good imitation of a fawn while Pat Craig
\\'Orries about her bo,· friend Don.
Janice Gohm is al{vays lending
Barry her notes while Jim is
worrying if his car floats. Lee
Cutler is very silly, but Ileen Abbott is really a dil ly. Pat Smith
is always busy, while Janice
Beaudoin pretends to be dizzy.
Ken Harris O\'er Uta chokes, and
along comes that weight-losing
girl named Cathie Fowkes. About
Ileen Abbot her sharp clothes
caught our attention. Leslie Wilson is a red-headed star. and
sometimes rides in Gord's '62 car.
Of Gail Evac.1s \\'e a re quite fond,
while Mary Holod and Sandy
Mineau are trying their luck as
blondes. E,·eryone is wondering
how Carole Pearce's essays are
coming along and \\'C all kno\\·
that John Wetherup is ne\'er 111
the \\'rong. Last but not least.
c~ming up the aisle, is a good
friend Carol Lowe \\'ho alwavs
uses Dial.
'
,

In order to keep up with the
space age, lOD has chosen as
their first astronaut to reach the
moon, Mr. Byng, \\'ho has demonstrated that he is \\'illing to
sacrifice himself to his students.

Fi\'e - four - three - t\\'O - one.
Blast off!

And \\'e the stud en ts of lOC
agree that Miss Clary teaches

At 2 :30 a.m. our hero rises
and eats a meal of dehydrated
bees'' knees prepared for him by
Monica Philips and Heather
Mann. At 3 :00 a.m. Ron Unger
checks last minute details. The
designers of the rocket, Ken
Moore, Earl Morris, and the
flight director, Ian Davy didn't
test the craft for defects, but if
Mr. Byng has any difficulty, all
has t o do is to flick a switch to
be ejected, unfortunately, he can't
land because Dian Webber didn't
finish making the parachute.
The space suit was to be designed by Olgo Wynarchuck,
Bev Smith, Dorothy Land!auer,
and Eileen Tiede; but their
Home Economics teacher said
they couldn't SC\\'. Approaches
our class reporter, John Bastion,
asks Mr. Byng if he has anything to say, "Yes, \\'here's my
rabbit's foot?" Bob and Allan
Coulson lead our astronaut out
and as he mounts the stairs .
Mary Smith, Barbara McClellan
and Bonnie Wells wish him luck:
then he is pushed into the r ocket
by his good friend Preston Smith
Bob Goodfellow, Dave Higginbottom, and John Woodhouse
wait to track the rocket as Ken
Mathew begins the count-down.
Doug Simpson and Hanko
Senget try to reach Mr. Byng
e,·en after Bob Simpson states
that the rocket has blO\\'n. Mr.
Byng is finally reached by Peter
McCallum but the reply is jum.
bled. \\'hen Mr. Byng returns
Sand!ra Legget, Gail Gratto, and
Jill Sgrazutti and the rest of the
class with gi,·e him something:
a new 10-D.
Charles Giles.

Geography expertly.

Sandy Tuck, Carol Fotheringham
John Wetherup, Jim Ball.

There it goes: the Griffith's
Galaxy. into orbit again \\' ith
Glenn Ormseth as pilot and
Sa·ndy Weaver as co-pilot. Our
first stop is at \ 'enus but this
didn't succeed because Liz Bowman and Kyle Boyle had trouble
t\\'isting into their space suits .
\\'hile a ll this ,ms going on Leslie Taylor, our classroom Romeo
\\'as out making eyes at Venus
and Gary Demers was looking
for her t\\'i n sister. ~ ext stop
~ rars ; and charting our course
is Pete Lapsley the class brain.
\\'hilc passing the moon Margo B. and Margie Murray could
be seen hanging out the \\'indo\\'
throwing spitballs at it or was it
at the history teacher? Judy
Munroe then sighted Earth and
became homesick for her beloYed
soap operas. As ~Iars drew nearer
Pam Pattison turned pale thinking of all those green :'1Iartians
running around.
Cpon landing Lionel Lewis
and Doug Oke ran out the door
in search of those legendary :'1Iars
candy bars. Next stop \\'as Saturn .
All through the tiresome trip,
Ruth Thrasher and Jo-Anne
Bernhardt slept soundly. Geoff
Brown threw some water on
them but to no aYail.
,\fter landing. the three musketeers Bill Whiteford, Dave Brebner, and Richard Griffith were
the first to explore it. ::\fean\\'hile
Marilyn Wakeley and Charlie
Van Diessen "·ere in a secluded
corner - p laying tiddly "·inks?
'\Ye O\'erh eard Linda Donnelli
and Sandy Speirn confiding tc
each other that they would like
to try those ne\\' }Iartian hair
styles.
K ext stop Pluto. \\'here Mary
Lou Smith and Susan Talako
\\'ere caught catnapping just like
old times, eh Mr. Mascaro?
They're no \\'Orse than Vicki
Wachna and Susan Pastorius
\\'ho \\'ere caught sneaking two
Pizzaburgers out of the ships
kitchen. Passing P luto. Sandy
Weaver tried persuading Sandy
Hetherington to throw the :'1Iartian sto\\'aways a\\·ay. After
Gail Orobko grabbed the ":'.like''
and yelled "I don't \\'ant to go!''
(continued on page 22)
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98 ON
CANDID CAMERA
S1IILE, 9B you're on Candid
Camera. Our host Allejn Dresser
takes us to see 913 at home. \Ve
find Faith Andrew washing a
week's supply of dishes, Linda
Bennett joyful ly drinking ~Tctrecal. Dan B. tidying his already
neat and perfect room, Kan C.
being surro unded by a bevy of
admiring girls, Jeanette D. idly
taki)1g free thfO\\·s on her basketball court, Avery F. dressed as a
tiny r eindeer, Greg G. contentedly munching Graham crackers
Dianne Hardcastle strolling hand
in hand with her latest, Mike
Haugh carrying a footba ll, wornout-Wally Howick listening to
"The Twist," Gary Lane studying, Jo Ann L. flirting with - - ,
Cam Little g rumpily struggling
to get into his cadet uniform
Rick L . in his basement lab
busily filling pencil cases with
water , and gas, Carol Menna
reading in the library, Jim
Moore ( our great ?\Iusician ?)
playing Brahms' Lullabye, David
R. in a state of hysteria because
he forgot to send his favour ite
girl a valentine, Cordell S. painting pictures on white ties for
dress-up clay, Brenda Unger trying to do a cartwheel, Marie Valkonen thinking up funny jokes to
tell in science class, J eff Watson
energetically doing his daily
exercise, Randy Wells, lovingly
s hining his brief case, Bob W .
being tutored on speaking out
louder in class, and Cathy W .
laughing joyfully over a special
secret.
Candid Camera a lso
catches Sue Podolsky and Susan
Nanteau g liding over the ice on
a sleigh; Sandra Magee, Bob M.
Lynn W . and Mark Thomas
playing either bridge or poker;
and Mr. Snyder counting hockey
pucks.
Three Ugly Ducklings.
9A CLASS COLUMN
(continued from page 21)

but John Briggs the sly one, ass ured her e\·erything would be
all right.
So ended our 9. \ trip th rough
the universe.
Ruth Thrasher
Glen Ormseth
J o-Anne Bernhardt
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9C CLASS COLUMN
Dear Rebelogue:
This is a brief s ummarv of
\\'hat happen~ to "9C" on a 'typical day.
In ho me room John L. furi ously copies Juha's homework while
Bob Mussleman tries in des peration to find someone's to borrow
Chris, Jim B., Danny and Barry
talk about \\'eek-encl parties etc
while Jo-Anne and Jane discuss
boyfriends.
The Mr. Wilkinson \\'alks into
the room and sm iles suspiciously
at Godfrey. \\' ith ten seconds
left, Linda B. runs do\\'n to the
o ffice \\·ith the attendance s heet .
Class starts and no one can figure
out \\·hy Hans and Geraldine ar c
so s mart in 1Iath.
Tn composition Mr. Gorski tries
to t ell Peggy that an acljccti ve
docs not modify a verb. During
this time. Marrianne, Jane, and
Jo-Anne try to distract Bill and
Bob McCabe.
ln Science Forrest tries to
figure out ho\\' to light a Bunsen
burner. F ina ll y, just as Shirley.
Nancy C. and Janet get started
on their experiment Mr. Snyder
tells us to clean up.
Back in room 14 for Guidance
Dave, Don and John W. all want
information on the life o f a CO\\'boy.
In Geography Bob W. tells
Linda D. that none of the teachers like him.
\ \' e learn ho\\' to "parlez-\·ous•·
in Room 7 \\'here Nancy S.
bothers Jim B., \\'hile Carolyn
gi\·es all the a n;.;\\'er s to coyer
up for them.
. \cross the hall in History
Anne catches up on lost sleep.
That just about finishes our
letter: howe\·er. there ar e s till
some cu 1pri ts :
Shiela, \\'ho cannot r emember
ans\\'Crs : Christine, who a l\\'a)',
a rgues with Danny; Rosemary
1\'110 is quite q uiet: Jim W. \\'ho
never fa ils to do his homework:
Bev. one of our student coun ci l
members: and Angus, who tells
us ho\\' to do Geography.
This is (9c) .
Yours truly,
A Correspondent

90 CLASS COLUMN
9D's having a party! \ \ ' e are
all here; Susan Archibald leach.
our group s inging ";\ f y Boomerang 1v\'on't Come Back." Janice
Allen is with " Ronnie" \\·hilc
Susan Clifford is "\\'here the
Boys Are." Ever notice Doug
Stewart's "Dreamy l~yes ?" Dave
Grant is in the corn er doing "The
Fly." ,\ s Nathan M echanic strolls
with "\\'hat a \\'a lk," Ron Le
Fave is a "Johnny Ange l" ,\·hile
Sandy Richardson is a "Cajun
Queen." I l eads turn as Cheryl
McLelland is "\\'alking \\'ith
Her Angel." J oan Harris is \\·ith
"Tall Paul" and Diana Edwards
insists that "He'll Have To Go.'
\ \ ' e no\\' spy Gail Hillman tellin g
him "A Girl Has To Kno\\',"
\\·hile Cheryl Ford run s up to a
fri end yelling "Can't Help FalL
ing in Lo\·e." .\ certain guy asks
Liza Falls why she is a '·Runaway Gi rl .'' Running down the
hall is Gord Grice ; he wants to
hear "Tchaikovsky's Sixth Symphony."
Meanwhile Jeannine
Duchene dances with "Joey
Baby" lo the beat of "Pony
Time." Yvonne Shuker keeps
saying "I Know." Docs sher
Nancy Keeler wants to "Surrender" \\'hi le Franck Lachance
Corina and Pete Marshal do the
"Ubangi Stomp." Gord King i~
uur "Duke of Earl." Gary Huckle makes a man·ellous "1T r.
Postman," when he is with Dennis Kostescu, who is our "T\\'iStin' Postman." Don Masters call::,
"JJey Baby" while Dianne Davis
sings "\\ ' hen I Fall in Love.'
"Please D on't Talk About Barbara" B. Fields, t hat is! Roberta
McCrae and Delores Querin arc
our "Dear Lady Twisters.'
Kathy Szeckly is our "\\'anderer" and Rodger Molnar is a
"Flying Blue Angel." Bill Pickering is scr eaming " l.,et There Be
Dreams" while Mr. Gorski asks
" \ \ ' hat's Your Name?" \ \ ' e end
with Jeurgen Shwartz pullin g hi!::
hair o ut because he wants to hear
"The Peppermint Twist."

Jeannine Duchene
Yvonne Shuker.

98
Front Row (Left to Right): Linda Bennett, Susan
Nantau,
Faith
Andrew,
Jeanette Dowkes, Marie Valkonen , Avery
Feetham, Lynn Wood, Sandra Magee.
Middle Row (Left to Right): Kam Chatwal, Catherine Wigle, Diane Hardcastle,
Brenda Unger, Jo-Ann Lester, Carol
Menna, James Moore, Cameron Little,
A Ian Dresser.
Back Row (Left to Right): David Ringler, Robert Whitley, Mark Thomas, Randall Wells, Cordell Seaby, Wallace Howick,
Robert Mercer, Daniel Boycott, Gary
Lane, Jeffrey Watson, Michael Haugh,

9C
Front Row (Left to Right): Jo-Anne
Merschback,
N ancy
Curtis,
Caro lyn
Friest,

Shirley

Peggy

Masters,

Brennan,

Sheila

Linda,

Barnes,

Vallance, Janet

Watson.
Middle Row (Left to Right): Bill Ruiter,
Bob McCabe, Jane Falls, Linda Dent,
Ann I wan iw, Rosemary Handsor, Beverly
Schmidt ,

Marianne

Dennison,

Nancy

Scratch, Geraldine Kelly, Don Wiseman,
John Levasseur.
Back Row (Left to Right): Chris Brennan, Barry Beren, Bob M usselman, Forest

Elmslie, !Danny De Martin, Jim Broad well, John Woodall, David T i ede, Jim
Walmsley, John Ochs, Godfrey Faul.

9D
Front

Row (Left to Right): Dolores
Kat hy Szekely, Joan Harris,
D lanne Davis, Cheryl Ford, Diana Edwards, N ancy Keeler, Janice Allen, Liza
F a lls, Barl)ara Fields.
Q uerln,

Midd le Row (Left to Right): Peter Marshal l, Yvonne Shuker, Roberta MacRae ,
Su san Clifford, Sandy Richardson, Doug
Stewart, Roger Molnar.
Back Row ( Left to Right): Juergcn
Schwartz, Ron Le Fave, Don Masters,
Bill Pickering, Nathan Mechanic, Dennis
Kostescu, Gall HIiiman , Gordon King,
Gary Huckle, Gordon Grice, David Grant,
Frank Lachance.
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-9E
Front Row ( Left to Right): Cheryl
Peters, Barbara Young, Murna Holsey,
Bonnie Duchene, Judy Tahill, Brenda
Taylor, Chris Bode.
Middle

Fis her,

Row

Brian

(Left

to

L es lie,

Right):

Cathy

Paul

Dekyzer,

Lynn Van Thule, June Burleigh, Elizabeth Jennison, Tom Tweney.
Back Row ( L eft to Right): Barry
Saunders, Colin Ritchie, A llan Handy,
Grant Housley, Jim Allan, Tom MIiner,
Greg Gaudette, Grant Harrison, Doug
Allan.

9E CLASS COLUMN
•\s the 9 o'clock bell rings, \\'e
here M r. Mascaro saying
SCHOOL 1S IN and it is time
for 9E'zy lessons from Arthur
Murray. Then comes Brian Lesley with all the teachers complaining he is always doing the
T\\'IST while Elizabeth is heard
yelling \\'ITCH DOCTOR. O,·er
in the corner we find Barry Saunders, Allan, Colin, and Don, our
Sl I Y BOYS. Cheryl and Chris
\\'ere heard singing a chorus of
MICHAEL. T om Milner, Tom
Qweeney, Dan Niemi, Pau]
Cooper, and Greg haye formed
their 0\\"11 little secret gang.
Their theme song is of course
TllE G::\''l'Ot.;CHABLES. Doug
comes up from the gym singing

CANNONKALL or is it basketball? Ac for Jim Allan, who is
JIMMY'S GIRL now? but \\'C
but "·e know Paul is al\\'ays
PEGGY SUE. After gym class
we can hear Murna Holsey sing.
ing SPLISH SPLASH in the
shower, while Cathy was yelling

PLEASE i\IR. POSTMAN. Barb
Young was telling the teachers
PLEASE DOK"l' ASK BARBARA while Greg Brown is telling them DON'T BE CRCEL.
Grant Harrison is seen doing
THE FISH (ER) in science, but
Mr. Snyder 1s wondering
\\'LIE.RE HA \ 'E ALL THE
FLOWERS GONE.
Grant
Housely answers him by saying
"They have gone for A LITTLE
\\'.\LK." Marg is sitting there

COMPLIMENTS OF

1198 Monmouth at Ontario

H. A. Bruce

GOWNS

SUITS

Judy, Brenda, Chris

JACl('S CORNER STORE

RIVERSIDE MARINE
G. R. Bruce

thinking about
JOHNNY
ANGEL but Judy interrupts and
says LET'S CST TOGETflER
but not about Johnny. Then June
Burleigh comes along asking
WHAT'S HIS NAME? but
Judy answers I'LL K E\'ER
TELL. Brenda Taylor comes
\\·altzing into llome Ee singing
~COTHER-I~-LA\\'. She just
has come from Taylor's ~Iarket.
Bonnie Duchene says that a
TOM BOY is for her but Gloria
and Lynn says she is a SlLLY
GIRL. And so ends 9E'zy lessons from Arthur Murray and
we now hear :;.\[r. Mascaro sighing SCHOOL IS OUT. \\.hen!

COATS

FURS

WATERMAN'S
LIMITED

CL 3-2905

Carpets

Windsor

Furniture

Appliances

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE ON EASY TERMS

Windsor's Fashion Centre

BAUl\'{ & BRODY'S

553 Ouellette Avenue
Phone CL 4-3258
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Windsor, Ont.
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WINDSOR PUBLIC LIBRAR't

STUDENT COUNCIL

Front Row (Left to Right): Ron Allan,
Treasure ;
Linda
Emerson ,
Vice- Pre sident ; Dennis Duff, President ; Jane Anne
Bower, Secretary.
Second Row ( Left to Right): John Max Shirley Slusarchuk ,

well , Gale Purdy,
Mike Ward .

In September 1960, Lynda Emerson and Den nis Duff wer e elected Head Girl a nd Head Boy of
the Student Cou ncil. At the fi rst meeting. Ron A llen was elected as T r easure r a nd J a ne Anne Bo\\'er
as Secretary. :\s in the past years the first school projects " ·ere the magazine dri\'e and the sale of
Christma:,; cards. \\" ith the profits. a tape recor der and a 1110\'ie projecwr "·er e purchased. T he a nnual Commencement Exercises \\'ere held on December 2 1st \\'ith a dinner at t he Rivers ide C nited
Church, then the cer emony a t the lligh School. follo\\'ed by a dance in the gymnasium. A Chri stmas
Assembly was organized . and small gifts wer e given to some of the teachers. On Februa ry 11th a
specia l dance was held with Dick Bordeau of C.J.S.P. Radio as our gue!'.t disc-jockey. O n ilfay 11th.
our annual }Iaytime R hapsody \\'as held in the school. Lynda Emerson, Jane Ann e Bow er, Mike
\ Yard and }I ike \\' ilson were the convenors. The members of the Student Council of 1961-62 w ish
to g i\'e many thanks to their ad\'isor, ?l [ r. O'Gor man.

Jane Anne Bow er
Secretary

COMPLIME NTS

Riverside Esso Service
1023 Wyandotte Street

Air Conditioned For Comfort

Riverside Bowling Centre
semi-automatic pin spotters

2611 Wyandotte St. E.
12 Modern Lanes
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Riverside, Ont.
Telephone 948-2372

KEY CLUB

Front Row (Left to Right): Ken Winch, Dave Merschback, Al Rothwell ( Treasurer), Mike
Ward (President), Ron Waddington (Secretary), Jack Kitson, Herb Miller.
Middle Row (Left to Right): Walter Pastorius, Rodger Touchie, Gordon W irch, Bob Linton ,
Doug Conors, Dave Baker, Bruce Stott, Dennis Duff, Virgil Duff, Dick Giffin, Ross Miles.
Back Row (Left to Right): Rod Smith, Peter Perkins , Bennet Ormseth, Don Grant, George
Lewis, Jurl Kasemets, Ted Williams, Jim Duck, Larry Western , Bob Gratto.

The Key Club was expanded this year to a total
membership of thirty-four boys, a moye deemed
necessary in Yie,,· of the increased school enrolment.
The larger Club took on sneral major projects.
On February 3rd a most successful DiYisional
Ra11y was held in Ri versicle. v,; e wish to express our
sincere thanks to all those "·ho so kindly billetted
the boys from out of town, thus making possible their
attendance at the Rally.
The Key Club aided both the \,\"incisor and RiYerside Ki\\"anis Clubs in their fund-raising projects and
we sponsored se,·eral school dances to enrich our
O\\"ll treasury. The custom of worshipping at variou~

COMPLIMENTS OF

I

Ron \\'addington.

LIMITED

DE PART MENT ST O RE LIMITED

FURS

Still in the planning stage are a school Guidance
night, to familiarize the students " ·ith careers in
which they are interested. and the donation of blood
to the \\"incisor branch of the Reel Cross by all members eighteen years of age..\t the District Convention,
in Otta,,·a th is Easter. we hope to secure the election
of Dave Merschback as Lieutenant-Governor of our
Division. ~[any members are looking forward to this
ConYention as the highlight of the Key Club year.

BARB·ARA WOOD

S AM'S
Clothing

churches was cont111ued this year and we visited a
number of \\"incisor churches for the first time.

Shoes

Sam's F its Them All - Short, Stout, T a ll
1526 Ottawa Street
CL 4-6481
Windsor, Ontario

• Telephone Answering System
• Direct Mail Advertising
• Secretarial Services
P hone CL 3-6341

504 Victoria Ave.
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RED CROSS
Left to Right: Margaret Brady, Joyce
Russell, Ellen Russell, Barbara Day.

LIBRARY CLUB
Left to Right: Carol Solomchuk, Eliza.
beth Barron, Julie Brennan.

I.S.C.F.
Front Row ( Left to
Coughlin, D avid Tarcia.

Right):

Larry

Back Row ( Left to Right): Pete Lapsley, Dennis Reaume.
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THE RED CROSS CLU B

DRAMA CLUB

This year the Red Cross has
been successful in it's undertakings. At the end of March we are
to have a joint meeting with Harro\\', .:\Iassey, Kennedy and
Walkerville \\'hich is to be held
at one of the \Vindsor schools.
Also a Home K ursing Course has
been planned for the future. During the Christmas Season, a box
\\'as filled and given to a needy
Riverside family. Again this year
school ribbons were on sale. vVe
made them out of black and gold
ribbons and sold them at 10 cents
each. This prO\·ed to be very profitab le. The seventh annual Snowflake $\\'ir l was held December
15th. Although the attendance
\\'asn't as large as we had
planned, "·e were well satisfied
with its results. Our Executive
includes: Margaret Brady, P resident; Barbara Day, Vice-President; Ellen Russell, Secretary·
Joyce Russell, Treasurer. We
wish to extertd o ur appreciation
and thanks to Mr. \Valton ancl
.:\Iiss Ewasyke for their help and
co-operation.
Ellen Russell.

After a lapse of several years,
the Drama Club is back in full
swing, thanks chiefly to the interest and har d work of Miss
Clary. The executive is: President, Dave l\Ierschback · Vice'
President, Judy Quarrington;
Secretary, Julie Brennan; Publicity, Gary Snyder.

CAMERA CLUB

I
y

I•

Thanks to the interest and
perseverence of i\lr. Giles, a
Camera Club has been re-established at Riverside H igh School.
Elections were held in September
and Neil St. Clair and Dave Kellington were elected joint Presidents of the club. Total membership is relatively low and it is
hoped that in the years to come
more interest will be shown in
the club.
The club ohtained darkroom
faci lities and within a relatively
sho~t period, purchased necessary
eq_u1~111en~ for developing and
pnntmg pictures. Among the proJ~cts undertaken this year were
pictures of the "Caine Mutiny"
and the photographic work for
the )'ear book.
'rhe club is desianed to promote phot_ography ts an art and
acquamt its members with the
late~t techniques and faci lities
a,-a1lable.
Marion de Vaan,
Secretary-Treasurer.

The first endeaYour was the
presentation of "The Caine Mutiny" in early December. Members of the cast were Jim Hussey,
counsel for defence; Dave Phillips as Cballec, the prosecutor;
Gor d Thompson as l\Iorgk; \Valt
Pastorius as the judge; Dave
Mersch back; Dave Logan; Phil
Street; Dick Giffen; Gary Snyder; John Maxwell, and Ron
\ \' addington. Many other students contributed their time and
labour to wor k behind the scenes,
making the play a success.
The Club's next presentation
was in April and \\'as a triple bill
of comedies. One, directed by
~Iiss Clary, "The Farce of l\I.
Paletin," was a mediaeval French
fa rce featuring 01 wyn Vegihey
Rod Brown, \,V ayne Yared, Dave
Phillips, John Maxwell, Ray
Radoje,·ich and Sandy Douglas.
The second was a modern Ameri.
can comedy under the guidance
of 1'Ir. Stone and entitled, "Let's
Descend." Some of the ,characters
were Dave Logan, Pete Baxter,
Ron \\Taddington, Gary Snyder,
P hil Ochs and Carol Burbridge.
'rhe third was "Sunday Costs
Five Pesos," a Mexican comedy
directed by .:\Ir. Walton. The
p layers were ~Iarion De Vaan.
:--Jancy Har~1ess, Brenda Steel.
Barbara Day, and DaYe :;\Ierschback.

It is hoped that the club will
continue to function next year.
Playwrights, actors, and producers have been called "Magic
l\Iakers," and with good reason.
\Ve know that Riverside students
have enriched their lives by sharing in the magic of p lay making.

I.S.C.F .
1%1-1%2 has been a successful
year for ISCF at Ri,·erside. Proud
to be the oldest club in the school
ISCF celebrated it:- 24th year.
The motto of the club "To know
Christ, and to make 1--1 im known"
has been exemplified in Bible
studies, speakers, discussions and
parties. This year an intensive
study on "\\'ho is this :\Ian" in
.:\lark was undertaken.
\,\'e \\'ere privileged to hear
such speakers as Bernie Smith,
our staff member. who also spoke
at an Assembly in the fall, Rev.
Lindsay Howan of Riverside
Baptist. ;.Iurray Dresser, and
Rev. Don Holiday of Campbell
Baptist.
A wonderful weekend conference out at Gesto in October
was highlighted with messages
from Rev. Fred Renich of Detroit. At Christmas one of the
sponsors, Keith Lapsley, and
Betty Landauer. attended the
sixth a.nnual Student Missionary
Conference at the t; niversity of
Illinois, Urbana. Featured speakers were Billy Graham, Fest
Kivengere from Africa, and
Lawrence Love. Our sponsors
this year were :\lrs. Ken Steeves
and Keith Lapsley. The executive
included: David Tarcia as Pre,,ident, Larry Coughlin as VicePresident, Sheila Kelton as Secretary, Dennis Reaume as Literary
Convenor, and Peter Lapsley as
Social Convenor.
LIBRARY CLUB
This year's executiye, which
\\'as ele<:ted at the first meeting
is : P resident, E lizabeth Barron:
\·ice-President, Jul ie Brennan:
and Secretary, Carol Solom ch u k
The number of books in circulation \\·as increased by the purchase of several ne"· Yolumes at
the first of the year. ln addition
to regular desk duty the members
catalogued sixty books which
were attr actively rebound. Another necessary addition to the
library this year was a new filing
ca bi net.
Club members were treated to
a very fascinating performance
of Swan Lake by the National
Ballet of Canada when it yisited
\Vindsor in January. The other
group outing planned for this
year is to see a presentation of
play by the Windsor Light Opera.
Elizabeth Barron.
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CADETS

RIFLE TEAM
Front Row ( Left to Right}: Grant
Housley, Peter Baxter, Gary Snyder , Rod
Brown .
Back

Row

(Left

to

Right ):

Mike

Hunter, Ken Wilson, Tom Tweney, Peter

Orurey.
Missing: Ted P ickeri ng, Jury Kasemets, Bob Relf, John Maxwell , Ray
Mathews.

RIFLE TEAM

R.C.S.C.C. ADMIRAL HOSE
The corps completed last year's training in the
Riverside Arena "·here because of inclement " ·eather
the annual inspection was held. The cadets displayed
a Yariety of skill s.
The Lord Strathcona Shield for General Proficiency \\'as presented to the corps as best of all high
school Corps in Ontario. For the fifth consecutive
year the cor ps \\·on the Lord Strathcona Shield for
General Proficiency.

The rifle teams are sho\\'ing eYen better p rospect,
this year than last for taking second place in the Duke
of Edinburgh ~latch. In the Dom •nion of Canada
Rifle Association 1961. the team stood second for Sea
Cadet Corps. and se\·enth for all cadet corps in Canada. Standings in these matches showed John 1[ax\\'Cll

During the summer se\·eral cadets took part in
~even \\'eek courses at 1-L\LC.S. Acadia. H.M.C.S.
Shearwater. and I 1.-:-.r.c.s. Conrn·allis. Gordon Thompson was named the best cadet for the camp period at
H.1I.C.S . .'·\ cadia. The present complement is one
hundred and ten cadets, a,,1d preparations are nO\\' being started for this year's annual inspection \\'hich
takes place on ?lfay 14.

Walter Pastorius.
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tied for first place, and Ted Pickering and Ray

:.Iathe\\'s tied for second place. Six shooters \\'ill
participate in the 0~1tario Department of l•:ducatio11
:.latch in \\·hich Rick Faulkner receiY ed the 11 igh-011Team medal last year. The team appreciates the faithful guidance of i\fr. Husby. our shooting instructor.

Ken Wilson

DRAMA CLUB
Left to Right: Dave Merschback, Presi1ent, Judy Quarrlngton, Vice. President,
Julie Brennan, Secretary , Gary Snyder,
Publicity Manager.

CAMERA CLUB
Front Row ( Left to Right): Betsy Bowman, Dave Kelilngton, Marlon De Vaan,
Nell St. Clair, Christine Zettl.
Back Row ( Left to Right): Hanko
Senger, Greig Holder, Mr. Giles, Bruce
Jardine, Sheila Wonsch.
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BLACK AND GOLD
Front Row (Left to Right): Roddy
Smith (artlet), Virgil Duff (editor), Dave
Merschback (assistant editor).
Back Row (Left to Right): Sue Taylor
(g irls' sports), Ron Allan (boys' eports),
ldith M Iller (gossip).
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The School Song
We come from R.H.S.
We're proud because we are the best.
We are free to raise our battle cry
And f HI our souls with prestige high
We' ll win the fight against the foe;
Our fighting team will strike the blow
And we'l l all rejoice in victoryThree cheers for the black and gold-

RAH, RAH, RAH!

Compliments of the Student Council

Compli ments of

COMPLIMENTS OF

W . J. BONDY & SONS LTD.

The Oldest Club in the School

Shoes for the Whole Family

Inter-School Christian Fe llowship

126 Ouellette Ave.
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Windsor

"To K now Christ and to Make Him Known"
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ATHLETIC SOCIETY
Left to Right: Herb Miller ( Treasurer) ,
Sue Taylor
( Secretary) ,
Al
Rothwell
(President) , Shirley Slusarchuk (Vice.
President).

CHEER LEADERS
Left to
Right:
Beth
Purdy,
Pam
Alewick,
Barb
Smith,
Brenda
Steel,
Janet Davidson, Jane Johnston, Cathy
Ca lcott, Edith Miller.

Cecile Hardware and Electric
A Complete Hardware Line

Appliance Repairs
Specialized Dryer and Stove Wiring -

Phone 948-3671

Free Estimates

COMPLIMENTS OF

3623 Wyandotte St.
Opp. Dominion Store
Riverside

CO,MPLIMENTS OF

CANADIAN IMPERIAL
BANI( OF COMMERCE

Monty Monforto11

Ray Seguin Men's Wear

"The Bank Tlhat Builds"

111 Ouellette Avenue
Windsor, Ontario
We don't just Sell Clothes, We Dress Men
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Riverside Branch

1136 Wyandotte Street

BOYS' SPORTS
1961-62 SEASON

,.
II

FOOTBALL
Early last fall, football practices began under our coaches,
:\Ir. Giroux and i\Ir. Snyder. The
year looked promising but bad
breaks hampered the team's success. A lthough they failed t o win
a game. they gained Yaluable experience for the future.
Bruce Stott won the Best
Pla,·er Award, donated by the
.\thletic Society, for his outstanding play at quarterback.
The players "·ere Gord Wirch,
Bill Voy, t.Iike vVard, \\'ayne
Harris, Ron Young, Ozzie Stahl
Richard Alewick, Pete i\Ialowmey. Bob Luck-Baker, Ben Ormseth, Jim Duck, and Al Strachan.
Bruce Stott and Ozzie Stahl
were named as next year's captains .
The Junior Team, under i\Ir.
:.Iascaro ;;>.n1d Mr. Byng were in
a newly formed league. They
were undefeated and won the
league championship.

TRACK AND FIELD
Riverside boys came first in
total points at last years' track
and field meet. For the junior
boys. John \ Vetherup gained a
first in the discus. ln the intermediate. first p laces were won by
Ken Woodall in the 440 yard dash
and the 880 yeard dash. ~Iike
\\"ard tok fifth in the discus. For
the seniors, Scott ~Iclntyre won

the 100 yard dash . Harry \\'oodend did a spectacular job winning
the 220 yard dash and discus as
"·ell as being the high indi,·idual
"point getter." John Loaring
came first in the open mile with
Bill \,\'bite winning the high
jump and John Andriash. the
javelin. The senior boys relay
rounded o ut th is ;;uccessful team
by winning their e,·ent.

Walter Pastorius,
Roger Touchie.

HOCKEY
This year's team was coached
by ~Ir. Snyder, and DaYe Baker
was an excellent goal-keeper.
The captain was Bob "\.Vhitey"
Arnold assisted by Barry Jones
and Doug Topliffe. Other players
were Rick Morand, Herb Miller
Gary Ambrose, Dave Dent, Bobby Gratto, Boyne Wiseman, Jim
Duck, Bob McCabe. Dave Ruch,
Gord Thomson, Reg Abbot, Ken
\\' oodall and Bruce Stott.
After a hard-fought season
the team captured first place for
the F irst Division when they defeated Catholic Central two
games to one.
They then went on to defeat
Benedictine two games t o one to
,Yin the League Championship.
Another honour was won by Bob
Arnold who scored 13 goals and
made 17 assists to win the scoring championship. Bob was also
named centre on the all-star
squad along with goalie Dave
Baker and defenceman, Gary Ambrose.

BASKETBALL
}Ir. Giroux coached the senior
boys' team this year with i\Irs.
Giroux keeping track of the
statistics. He was assisted by ~Ir.
:i\Iascaro and Ron Young, the
manager. Brent )[anor at centr e
was high scorer with Ozzie Stahl
and :i\Iike \\' ard as close seconds.
The first string also included Ron
Allen, Roger Touchie. Gord
\Virch, Bob Linton. Juri Kasemets, Doug Co11110rs. Bill Voy.
and George Lewis.

The team was undefeated to
capture the southern Conference
Championship. At Chatham in
the \V.O.S.S.A. "A" playdowns
they were defeated for the ti tie
but won the consulation round.
}7or the Juniors, \'irgil Duff
and Gary Huckle were the big
scor ers. John \ · oy was the key
defencema:n and Jay Jones and
John \;\' etherup completed the
first fin. The Juniors also \\'On
the league championship, but
"·ere defeated in Chatham.

PATRONIZE

OUR
ADVERTISERS
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SENIOR BOYS' FOOTBALL

Front Row ( Left to
Right): Heinz Erwied ,
B~nnet Ormseth, Rich:1 , d
Alewick,
Wayne
Harris, Denny Courrler
(citting), Peter Perkins,
Bob Luck- Baker, Pete
Malowney.
Middle Row (Left to
Right); Bill Whiteford,
Les Taylor, David Ruck,
Jay Jones, Gord Wirch ,
Bruce Stott, 8111 Voy,
Al
Str:,chan,
Pa u I
White, Jim Robinson.
Back Row ( Left to
R i g h t ) : Don Grant
(manager), Bob Musselman, Rick Louell, Mike
Hoba,
Roddy
Brown,
Ju,i
Kasemets,
Ken
Winch, Gary Ambrose.

JUNIOR BOYS' FOOTBALL

Front Row ( Left to
R i g h t) : Chuck Van
Diessen,
Bob
Musselman,
J i m
Robinson,
Roddy
Brown,
Denny

Courrier, Pete Perkins,
Jay Jones,
brose.

Gary

Am -

Back Row (Left to
Right): Dave Ruch, Bill
Whiteford, Mike Haugh,
Les Taylor, Rick Lovell,
John Voy, Mike Hoba,
Doug Allan, Heinz Eriveid, Don Grant.
Absent:
Dave Dent,
Allan
Dresser,
Roger
Maus, Tom Hawken.
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SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL
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Front Row ( Left to
Righ t): Ozzie Stah l, Ron
Allan, (co-captain), Tom
Hawken,
Mike
Ward
(co-ca ptai n ),
B rent
Manor.
Ba ck Row ( Left to
Righ t): George Lewi s,
Bill Voy, Doug Connor,
Bob Linton, Gord Wirch,
Juri Kasemets, Rodger
Touch le, Ron
Young,
(m anager) , Mr. Giroux
(coach).

.e

,,
n

JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL

Front Row ( Left to
Right): Robert Hornsey,
John Wetherup, Gary
Huckle, John Voy, Jay
Jones, V lrgil Duff, Doug
Allan.
Back Row ( Left to
Right): Ken Sandelin,
Dan MacPherson , Roger
Linton, Peter Lapsley,
Don Grant, Ron Young
(manager ), Mr. Giroux
(coach).
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MIDGET BOYS' BASKETBALL

Front Row ( Left to
Right): Glenn Ormseth,
Bill
MacKenzie,
Bill

Ruiter, Denny Courrier,
Elliott Lyons,
Barker.

B r i a n

Back Row ( Left to
Right):
Alan
Dresser,
Grant Housley , R i ck
Lovell, Wayne Ocolisan,
Wallace Howick, Angus
Mumby, Mike Haugh.

HOCKEY TEAM

Front Row (Left to
Right):
Barry
Jones,
Bob Arnold, Dave Baker,
Bruce Stott, Bob Gratto,
Frank Abbott, J o h n
Bastion, Gary Ambrose.
Back Row (Left to
Right): Pete Malowney
(manager), Bob McCabe ,
Dave Ruch, Jim Duck,
Gord Thompson, Bob
Simpson, Richard Moran, Ken Woodall, Boyne
Wiseman, Herb M iller.
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BOYS' TRACK AND FIELD

Front Row ( Left to
Right): Peter Perkins,
Bennett Ormseth, Paul
White, Bruce Stott, Ken
Woodall, Gary Ambrose.
Back Row (Left to
Right):
Herb
MIiier,
Richard Le Fave, Ted
Williams, George Lewis,
Juri Kasemets, BIii Voy,
Rod Brown, BIii White.

GIRLS' TRACK AND FIELD

Front Row ( Left to
Right): Linda Moore,
Jane Johnston, Shella
Georges, Jo. Anne GIiiespie, Edith M Iller.
Back Row ( Left to
Right): Sue Whitley,
Sue Taylor, Wendy Burbridge, Bonnie Weiss,
Marg Woodall.
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GIRLS1 SPORTS
VOLLEYBALL
The Senior team dropped their
first game of the season at Essex.
but then they \\'ent on to win the
next two games. However, at
Leamington in the last game,
Riverside \\'as defeated. The
Seniors entered a sudden-death
playoff against Leamington for
the league championship, but
they were unsuccessful in their
attempts. Even though the team
failed to ,,·in the league championship, they did manage to defeat the Leamington Seniors for
the first time in many years,
during the regular season. The
Seniors were coached by Miss
Ogelsby and 1nanaged by Carol
Hancox. Members of the team
were as follows: Shirley Slusarchuk (captain), Sheila Georges
Lynn Burnie, Sue Taylor, Sandra
Saruna, ).! aria n n e Langlois,
Carol Burbridge, ).faya \ ·an
Diessen, Linda vVestlake, Linda
Emerson and EYelyn Debrecan.
The Junior team, after dropping the first t\\'O games of the
season. came back to \\'in a close
third game against Essex. HoweYer this victory \\'as not enough
to make the team eligible for the
playoffs. The Juniors were
coached by Sue Taylor and managed by Brenda Fryer. The members of the team were as fo llo\\'S:
Jo-Anne Gillespie (captain), Bonnie Weiss, Sue ·whitley, June
Clancy, Gail Ororbko. Anne
Emerson, Wendy Burbridge. Sue
:\Tantau, Linda Moore, Lorelei
Tripp and Cathy Kelly.
Even though neither team won
the league title, they played \\'ell
and "·e would like to congratulate them on their efforts.

BASKETBALL
:\Iembers of the Junior Girls·
basketball team were as follows:
Sue \\'hitley (captain), .--\nne
Emerson, Linda :;\[oore, Judy
}[unroe. ).fary Lou Smith. :.Iarie
\ ·alconen. Candy Aytoun. Gail
Hancox, Jeanette Dowkes, 1Iarilyn Do\\·kes, Susan Talacko. and
}Iarg \ \' oodall. During the six
games played this season, the
Juniors beat Essex twice, but
Page Forty

"·ere defeated by Leamington
three times and by Essex once.
The Juniors \\'ere coached by
:\liss Ogelsby and the manager
\\'as Vicki \ \' achna. The girls
showed great e n t h u s i a s 111
throughout the season.
The Senior Girls' basketball
team \\'as trying to defend their
\VOSSA title, but they were unsuccessful in their attempts. The
Seniors ended the season with a
record of three wins and three
losses to the new \:VOSSA
champions, Leamington. This
year's team was coached by :.Iiss
Ewasyke and managed by Sheila
Georges. The team members
were as follows: E laine Gilbert
(captain), Sheila Georges, Sue
Taylor, Shirley Slusarchuk, Sandra Saruna. Sally Barlow. Olga
Sigmund Maya. \7 an Diessen.
Carol Solumchuk, Faye Campbell
and \ \" endy Burbridge.
The i,n t er for m basketball
championship was won by the
grade thirteen Raiderettes. \\' e
would like to thank all the girls,
who refereed and scored the
interform games.

TRACK AND FIELD
In last year's track and field
meet held at Windsor Stadium
the Riverside girls lost by only
four points to Leamington in the
o,·erall standing.
Junior Girls Sue \i\Thitley
placed first in tbe high jump
e,·ent with a jump of 4' 3". Beth
Purdy, with a run of 13' 3". won
the running broad jump and she
was also second in hop-step and
jump contest. Edith }Iiller and
Bonnie \\' eiss were second and
third respectively in the standing
broad. \Vendy Burbridge placed
third in the shotput and Riverside was second in the basketball
pass.
Intermediate G irl s
Pam
Fellows was first in the high
jump, with a jump of 4' 3". Pam
was also third in the standing
broad. Lynn Burnie \\'On the
standing broad event with a
jump of 7' 3". Lynn was also
second in the hop-step and jump
and placed third in the running

broad. Riverside was second in
the basketball pass.
Senior Girls - Carol 11 arvcy
was third in the shot put contest
while Sc11ndy Hepburn placed
second in the high jump. Riverside "·as first in the basketball
pass ,Yith 30 and ~ revolution£
in one minute. Shirley Slusarchuk
placed in the three events that
entered. Shirley was second 111
the hundred yard dash, second in
the running broad and second in
the hop-step an jump.
We would like to congratulate
all the g irls, who participated in
the athletic activities throughout
the past year. Good luck to all the
teams next year.
Sheila Georges
Sue Taylor.

PEP CLUB
1Iiss Ogelsby put things in
motion by forming a Pep Club.
Unfortunately, we lacked the
boys' support this year, but hope
they will help us promote "School
Spirit," next season. \\' e sold
sweat shirts to the student body
at $3.50 and '"e thank t he majority who purchased them. Pompoms were sold at the basketball
games. and many posters were
made advertising these games. A
school mascot was chosen and
purchased. He is the REBEL
GHOST \\'ho appears around the
school. A Key Club-Pep Club
Dance was held }[arch 2. The
executi,·e of our first year \\'as
Barb Smith. President: Janet
Da Yidson, \-ice-President: Elayne
Gilbert. Treasurer; and Faye
Campbell, Secretary.
Let's see eyeryone "-orking
hard for our school next year.
and create a lot of "School Spirit"
in our last year at the old R iYerside H igh, and try and learn the
"RIVERSIDE FIGHT SO.NG''
to sing at all the games.

Faye Campbell.

SENIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL

Front Row ( Left to
Right): Shirley Slusarchuk,
E layne
Gilbert
(captain) , Olga Sigmund,
Sue Taylor.
Back Row (Left to
Right):
Sally
Barlow,
Wendy Burbridge, Carol
Solomchuck, Maya van
Diessen, Faye Campbell,
Sandra Saruna, Sheila
Georges, Miss Ewasyke
(coach).

JUNIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL

Front Row ( Left to
Right): Vicki Wachna
(ma nager) , Linda
Moore, Marg Woodall,
Sue Whitley (captain),
Candy Aytoun,
G a i I
Hancox,
Janet
Peacy
(official).
Back Row (Left to
Right):
Miss Ogeisby
(coac h) ,
M a r y
Lou
Smith,
Judy
Munroe,
Marilyn Dowkes, Anne
Emerson, Susan Talacko,
Marie
Valkonen,
Jeanette Dowkes.
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SENIOR GIRLS VOLLEYBALL

Front Row ( Left to
Right): Olga Sigmund,
Shirley Slusarchuk (captain), Sue Taylor.
Back Row ( Left to
Right): Sheila Georges,
Marianne La n g Io is 1
Maya van Diessen, Miss
Ogelsby (coa ch), Carol
Burbridge, Lind.a Westlake, Sandra Saruna.
Missing: Lynn Burnie,
Linda Emerson, Evelyn

Debrecan,
cox

Carol

Han•

(mana ger).

1

JUNIOR GIRS VOLLEYBALL

Front Row ( Left to
Right):
Sue
Whitley,
Bonn ie Weiss, Jo-Ann e
Gillespie (captain), Marg
Woodall.
Back Row ( L eft to
Right);
Linda
Moore,
Ann Emerson, Lorelei
Tripp,
Sue
Taylor
(coach),
Wendy
Burbridge, Jane Clancy, Sue
Nantau.
Missing: Ga il Ororbko,
Brenda
Fryer
(manager), Cathy Kelly.
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vocation, it will pay you to. read about what a
career in banking has to offer you-'i"ts opportunities and benefits. Simply drop a line to the
Staff Department, Bank of Montreal, P.O. Box
6002, Montreal, and ask for a copy of "Career ·
Opportunities at Canada's First Bank". If you
prefer, you can call in at your nearest branch for
a copy. There is no obligation, except to yourself.

ATHLETIC SOCIETY
!he t\thletic Society undertook many projects
during_ this school year. The first project \\'as the
formation of the athletic room in t he gym. Students.
on the presentation of their actiYity cards. could take
out athletic equipment at noon hours and after school.
The Senior Boys' basketball team \\'as outfitted with
new black sweat jackets and yellow megaphone crests
\\'ere purchased for the cheerleaders. A weight-lifting
club was formed after school and more \\'eights were
bought for the club's use and also for (Yym classes.
The Athletic Society bought a trophy. \\?hich "'ill be
presented to the most valuable player of the football
team This year's \\'inner \\'as Bruce Stott. Ten sets
of shoulder pa_ds \\'ere purchased for a hundred dollars
by the Athletic Society, for the football team. To uphold the tradition of Riverside High Sc hool, picture:'.
of a ll the winning teams will be placed in the main
hall. Posters were made for some of the basketball
games this year and records were bought for the
dances, after the games.
The executi,·e of the Ath letic Societ\· for the year
1961-62 is as follo,,·s : P resident, Alan Roth\\'ell: V ice-

President and Publicity ·Chairman. Shirley Slusarchuk; Secreta r y, S ue Taylor; Treasurer, Herb Miller.

Sue Taylor

BANK O F

Mo NTR EA-:t
ffa"a«u 9t14t B~

Riverside Branch: GEORGE WIGLE, Manager

FO R TH E F INEST
CORSAGES

SEARY'S FLOWERS
We Deliver
1326 Ottawa St.

C L 3-3571

Compliments
of

KELSEY WHEEL ·coMPANY

LIMITED
BOYD'S

BARBER AND BEAUTY LOUNCE
Phone 945-1623
4287 Wyand o_tte St. E. at Jos. Janisse
W INDSOR

THE COFFEEHOUSE
The lonely wail of a jazz trumpet resounded
thr,oughout the smoke-filled r oom . It penetrated
into the dimly lit corners, only to be hurled
back again by the dark walls. The odor of
strong expresso and cigarette smoke blended to
form a strange, S\\'eet-s melling insence. Blueg rey layers of heavy smoke swirled around the
bleak, unshaded bulb that oYershone the lone
trumpeter, forming a living s ta tue of highlight,;
and shadO\\'S in sharp contrast: The low. almost
inaudible sound of voices \\'ere a soft background
to t he sharp, clear blasts of the trumpeter.
-Paul White l lB

THE SAD STREETS
'l'he city of Detroit is not made up entirely
of towering buildings. As one enters the poorer
districts. the complete change from the hustle
of the main streets can be sensed. These are
more commonly known as the slum areas. where
an air of g loominess prevails. Along the dirty.
litter filled a\'enues, misery, despair and po,·erty
can be seen.
There are the old men, sad-eyed and weary.
\\'ith their old clothes and battered hats. 'l'heY
li,·e from day to day. prisoners in their world.
One \\'ill see them sitting on the steps of some
bleak apartment house. There are no smiling
face:,, on the little children in the streets and
alleys. The cheap bars are al ways filled. There
. is l).O gaiet y or laughter. It is a living \\'Oriel, yet
· there is no life.

- Henry Sipila 11A
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ROSSINI TILE LTD.
1443 Wyandotte Street

Compliments

Riverside

WALL TO WALL CARPETING
ANO DRAPERY

of

Ceramic - Terrazzo - Mosaic - lino - Asphalt
Phone 945-2337

UNION GAS OF CANADA

AUTOMAT IC GAS & OIL HEATING

Sales
&.

Service

Sheet Metal Work

Limited

J. E. M urphy Sheet Metal Co. Ltd.
Eilt'd. 1921
595 Tecumseh Rd. E., Windsor, Ontario
CL 2-5781
948-0432

•
RU BY'S BEAUTY SALON
3329 Wy.andotte St.

WINDSOR DI VISION

Riverside
'Phone 948-1362

SCHOOL OF NURSING

320 Pelissier Street
Your Record and Card Shop

Metropolitan General Hospital

CL 2-0369

WI NDSOR, ONTA RIO

BAILLIE'S MUSIC & CARD CE NT RE

The School of Nursing , Metropolitan General Hospital, offers
to qualified high school graduates a three year course leading
to eligibility to write the Ontario Nurse Registration Exam ·
!nations. Th is Is one of the most progressive nursing schools
in Ontario offering the newer program of education that is
gradually being adopted by foremost schools in the province.
PATTERN OF COURSE

MERRY MEDITATIONS

Two years nursing education (Including education experience In both class room and hospital wards) followed by
one year nursing Internship. An allowance or $130.00 per
month is given in the third y ear.

F ROM

FEATURES OF COURSE
No tuition fee. Books su ppli ed by school.
Residence accommodation In modern school building w ith
excellJ nt living and teaching facilities.
Well qualified teaching staff.
Experience in all major branches of nursing.
Opportunity for s pecialized experience in third year in
Operating Room, Maternity, or Children's Nursing .
See School announcement r e admission requi rements.

MEDD'S MADHOUSE

SHAN FIE L D'S

Information may be secured from:

DRY GOODS ANO SHOES

Director, School of Nursing

Shanfield's Regular Prices are
Others "Sale" Prices
1224 Wyandotte

2240 Ki ldare Road, Windsor
Riverside

II

Telephone CL 4-1855
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PREFECTS

Front Row ( Left to Right): Linda
Emerson , Ron Allan, Shirley Slusarchuk.
Back Row ( Left to R i ght ): Dick Giffen ,
Ted Williams.

For the second year in a row. the Prefect system has been organized under the guidance of r.Ir.
O'Gorman and ;,Jr. Byng and ;.liss Ogelsby who has replaced ;.liss Barr as the third staff advisor.
Be:,;ide:,; keeping order in the hallways and lunchroom. two P refects haYe been a ssigned to each
grade to direct the students to the gym at assembll ies. It has been suggested that Prefects attend the
school dances to help supervise them.
This year's captains are: Ted \\"illiams. Dick Giffen. R on Allan. Linda Emerson and Shirley
Slusarchuk. Co-operation of the student body has been greatly appreciated by the fifty some Prefects from Grades Twelve and Thirteen.
David Phillips.

COMPLIMENTS OF

•
Compliments

i\rt inweu
Clothier to Gentlemen

of

316 Pelissier

Phone 256-0808

WINDSOR AUTOMOBILE

Peter Budwin, Salesman-At-Large

DEALERS ASSOCIATION

A. G. MclNTOSH
TEXACO SERVICE GARAGE

•

Wyandotte & Thompson Blvd .
Phone 945-1312

Riverside, Ont.
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Best Wishes From The

Riverside Public Utilities
Com1nission
•

BIRCH VIEW COTTAGE'S
E. CECILE .

Chairman

R. C. 1IOTT

Commissioner

Ph. 4R33

Box 20

McKell.ir, Ont.
YOUR SUMMER VACATIO

J

LAND

Prop. Chuck Brennan

~Iayor

GORDON R. STEWART, Q.C.
D. D. 11acKENZIE

:Manager

PAUL MAILLOUX

Secretary-Treasurer

ADELMAN'S UNDERSELLING
DEPARTMENT STORE
Windsor, Ontario

60 Pitt Street
CL 4-2545-46

ATHLETIC SOCIETY
EXECUTIVE OF

1961-1962
•
President .

ALLAN ROTHWELL

ST. ROSE FLORIST
2409 Wyandotte St.

Vice-President

SHIRLEY SLUSARCHUK

Riverside
Corsages Weddings -

Cut Flowers

SUE TAYLOR

Treasurer

HERB l\1ILLER

Funeral Designs

Hospital and Home Arrangements

Riverside's Only Florist

P:ige Forty-six

Secretary

Phone 945-5474

SOCIAL REVIEW

I

I

COM PLIMENTS

OF

XA

Social functions "·ere \\'Cll attended thi:-. year h)
the :itudent body. The Initiation l)ance. climaxing
the e,·entful initiation \\"eek. was especially successful. The annual I lard Time:- Dance \\'as abo notc1\'0rthy "ith its ,·ariety of co:-;tume~. ( )n I h•c(•t11h(;'r
21:,;t. the Student Council held a dance follo\\'in«
.....
the Comm(•nc{·mcnt l•:xerciscs. E,·cryone enjoyed tlw
Record I loj> featuring tlw cli~c jockt'y. I )ic,, 1:ordca·1.
During the year the .\th lctic Society and the h'.e.'
Club ~ponsored cbnccs after both girls' and hoy~·
basketball games. These dances \\'ere well attended
and pro,·cd to he a tre111c1Hlou:,; succcs~.
. \ t the annual ''Sno\\'flake S\\'irl." couples danced
lo th(· strains of Phil Cimpel's Banc!. Due credit goc~
to the members of the Red Cros~ \\'ho \\'orkcd hard to
make the dance a delightful affair.

Compliments

of

THE

WINDSOR
STAR

,\ "Jla\\'aiian" the111e prl'vailcd at thl' fourteenth
annual ~layti111e Hhapsody. ~lay, 1961. Accentuatingthe beautiful decorations wa:,; a lighted fountain
dmialecl hy Cock 11ros. The colorful I lawaiian 111urab
added 111uch to the mood of the e,·ening. Reali:-tic
pa\111 tree~ adorned the pillars. Thus, the gymnasium
\\'as transfonned into a South Sea Paradise . The committee responsible for this transformation included:
~lary ~lacPherson, Shirley E,· erett. Linda t•:merson.
Jane Anne llo\\'cr. Linda Carberry. and Ro~s ;,.tile:-.
\\'ally To\\'nsend's Band pro,·i<led the mu:--ic.
The dance \\'a:-. hon oured \\'ith the patronage of
;,.1r. \\'alton, the 11:each ing- staff, and 111e111bers of the
Riverside l\oard of l•:.ducation.
The climax of the e,·ening came \\'ith lithe cro\\'11·
ing- of :.lary ?\facflherson as '\Jucen of the ;,.1ayti111e
Rhapsody Ball." ~lary, beautiful in light blue :-cal
loped lace. "·as escorted by Mike ~lay. JJcr court
inc\11decl Beth ;,.1011tg-omcry. lm·ely in pink chi,fcm
escorted by llill Ruch: Colleen I lo\\'ard. stunning in
tiered "·hite lace and e,;corted by Paul Aloore: Gale
Purdy attracti\'e in light b\11c peau de soie. escorted
b,· jack Bario\\': Linda 1•:men,on. pretty in \\'hite satin.
e~c~rted b,· la.n Steel: Shir\e,· l~,-erett, exqui:-ite in a
\\'hitc sattn flared skirt to,;ped by h\ue satin and
escorted b,· Bill Ste\\'art: Sandy l lepburn. deli~!1tful
in ,·ello\\' ·clotted s \\'iss. escorted b\' Hob lssel: and
Ca;ol Burbridge. beautiful in a flo;>r-length ice blue
peau de soic go\\'n. escorted by J'cter ?\antai~.

Carol Solomchuk
J ane J ohnston
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Two Phones to Serve You

I
L

TAYLOR'S MARKET

M

G roceries, Meats, Fruits
and Frozen Food
SMILING SER VI CE

I
N
G

s

E

9A

R
V
I
C
E

1220 Wyandotte St.

Phone 945-1131

ii

i

HAWKESWOOD GARAGE LIMITED
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE
Phones: CL 4-1108 -

I

CL 4-1109

270 Erie St. East at McDougall
WINDSOR, ONT.

COMPLIMENTS OF

BATES HARDWARE LIMITED

COMPLIMENTS

Genera l Hardware 1082 Wyandotte St. E.
Windsor, Ont.

OF

Kitchen Utensils
1308 Wyandotte
Riverside, Ont.

11 = = = =
C=L= 4-=2=86=6= = = = = = = = = = = =
94=5=-1=1=
33=-:

WHITE PLUMBING
&
HEATING COMPANY LTD.

Industrial Piping

I
I

I
11

I \\·oulcl leap in the air for no reason at a ll,
Lick a scar, not long to mend.
Figh t my mates for a hone or a ball .
• 'ow I lie s till. and \\'ait fo r the end.

I

1Jy young ribs creak \\'ith ever y breath.

I
954 University Ave. W.

:\[y dish lies fi lled with morsels refused,

:.Ir eyes a re d im, my heart is lost.
:\11 that remains in longing for death.
I haYe los t the strength a n d \\'ill to r ise.
To meet the coffin where my masters lies.

Windsor
Phone CL 3-7512

I.
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In the farmyard my brothers frolic,
::"\ipping the heeb o f t he lamb and the kid.
Burying themselves in the pleasures of dogs,
LiYing for life. as once I d id.

Michael Loaring 12A

*
*

Ready Mix Concrete
Compliments

Modular Masonry Units

of

A FRIEND

COMPLIMENTS OF

STERLING B·UILDING

HAYNES
RE.XALL PHARMACY

MATERIALS LTD.

Pillette and Wyandotte E.
945-8821

Windsor, Ont.
')45-5586

2494 RIVERSIDE DR. EAST
ONTAR IO

WINDSOR

Phone Cl 2-7241

COMPLIMENTS

OF
11 D

COMPLIMENTS OF

RIVERSIDE BARBER SHOP
Stevie Kmlt, Prop.
1417 Wyandotte St. E.
Riverside, Ontario

945- 1779

COMPLIMENTS OF

Riverside Sunoco
-Jaydee SunocoCOMPLIMENTS

OF

2525 Wyandotte

6082 Tecumser Rd. E.

9C

945-0823

945-7274

11
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Drink Milk For Health

The Milk Education Council
of

Windsor and Essex County
COMPLIMENTS OF

RIVERSIDE HARDWARE LTD.
1118 Wyandotte East at Villaire
Phone 945-1072

The Salvation Army
Grace Hospital School of Nursing

J . Van Durocher

========================1
II

WINDSOR, ONTARIO
Offers a three year course in
NURSING EDUCATION
Qualifying for Ontario Reg istration Examinations

I
I
II

No tu ition fee. Monthly stipend
Modern Residence accommodation in the School of
Nursing Building with excellent teach ing facilities.
Special ,aiffiliations.
App lications are now being received for the
September 1962 class.

COMPLIMENTS OF

Information may be secured from

RIVERSIDE NURSERY

Director of N ursing

Specializing in

T elephone CL 6-2361

EVERGREEN - ORNAMENTAL TREES
3510 Little River Rd.

CO 1\IPLll\IENTS

Phone 945-4946

WHITEHALL PAINT & WALLPAPER
2411 Wyandotte St., Corner of Virginia

OF

Phone 948-2771

CHICKEN COURT

QUA LITY DIAMONDS

I

SWISS WATCHES

BIRKS

FI NE SILVER

JE WELLERS

I,

ENGLISH CH INA

l'ag-e Fifty

Ouellette at Park

"Fine Wallpapers and Paints"

LEO J. FERRARI, LG.A.
Groceries, Meats, and Vegetables
1236 Wyandotte

Riverside, Ont.

Complimenls of

Wall{er Insurance Agency Limited
1942 Wyandotte St. East
Walker ville, Ontario

•
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS
Lorne 8. DeWolfe

Reginald C. Bell

President

Vice-President

"A DREAM"
COMPLIMENTS OF 98

Compliments

of

Each night before he went to bed
He paused to watch the stars o'er head,
The Yastness of t he space he saw
Filled his mind with wonder aand awe.
He knew that man would soon reach Mars,
And then his goal would be the stars,
And when all this has been attained,
Could any force long keep man chained?
Perhaps in untold ages hence
)fan will acquire every sense.
No region won't his mind haYe trod
\ Vould not then ma.n become a god?
But then he drifted into slumber deep.
For God had given him the gift of ::;leep.
Ken Woodall 12A.

Woodall Construction
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

COMPLIMENTS OF

BERNHARDT'S FURNITURE LTD.

I

I

"Where Modern and Tradition Meet"
1645 Wyandotte St. East
Phone CL 4-7568

_I
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COMPLIMENTS OF

COMPLIMENTS, OF

AITKEN DRUG STORE

LAZARE'S FURS
Western Ontario's Largest Fur riers

2001 Wyandotte St.

Windsor, Ont.

493 Ouellette

Phone 945-1962

"ICICLES"
The icicles sigh , and,
J langing hopelessly, drip - - drip.
.\ncl these fingers with leprosy
Point to their destiny
,\nd s lowly waste a\\"ay.
Phil Street l lB

COMPLIMENTS OF

A FRIEND

WAFFLE'S ELECTRIC LIMITED
ELECTRIC MOTORS -

REPAIRS

400 Erie Street East
Windsor, Ontairio

CL 4-2595

-Compliments

of

COOl{'S BAl{ERIES
1662 OTTAWA ST.

D.M.DUNCAN

2133 WYANDOTTE ST. W.

MACHINERY CO. LTD.

"Finest Cakes For All Occasions"

==========--======-======--==~=====-=====--====- I
Coyle's Jewellery & Gift Shop
Gifts For All Occasions

•

SCHOOL RINGS and CRESTS

II
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Guaranteed Watch and C lock Repairs
Phone 945-1969
Riverside, Ontario
1409 Wyandotte

j

D. W. JOLLY COMPANY LTD.
OFFICE MACHINES
COMPLIMENTS

CL 6-2603

103 Riverside Dr. W.

ALL MAKES PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

OF

Rentals -

Portables -

Standard

10"C"

A crowd of smart fashions at

BARTLET:,
...,,.._we;....-..

Windsor's Favorite Department Store

SOLITUDE
0 sallow moon of yellow gold,
To\\"ering in the heaYens.
Accompanied by multitudes of stars
\\'bile I. down here,
Pass away the yearning hours
Alone, unaccompanied, abandoned
By an who preYiously embraced
Me with the hospitality of constant
Friendship and compatibility.
\\"hat has happened
That I am no ldnger accepted
Among my one-time friends?
How haYe I changed from those
Precedent days?
If only l could be told!
If only someone would contribute
The manifestation to my query
I might strive to better my efficacy.
Won't someone come to my relief?
Show me w here l\·e missed the path?
Counsel me until I\·e perceived
The way which once before I trod;
\\'herei~t I possessed a host of friends
And life consisted of all the pleasures
Attainable through companionship ,,·ith
Those whom we appreciate, and "·ho,
In turn, value our amity and lo,·e.

0 sallow moon of yellow gold.
Why am I down here alone
\,\'hile you are up there surrounded
By those multitude of stars?
Tell me your secret of compatibility,
Explain your methods of procuring
The fellowship of those to \\·hom you are

:\ semblance. Lead me out of

mY

\\'Orld of soli-

tude,
•
Direct me to a haven of comradeship.
Virgil Duff llA.

G. I. GEDDES INSURANCE AGENCY
1060 University Ave. West
Windsor, Ontario
Auto, Fire, Liability, Accident, Life
Res. 945-4682

CL 2-3524

CENTRE CARD & GIFT LTD.
4774 WYANDOTTE ST. EAST
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

MILl(MAID DAIRY BAR
AND POST OFFICE
1 Block East of St. Rose
Riverside, Ontario

TO THE GRADUATES ...
May The Next Five Years
Be As Successful
As The Last Five

The moon rests
on the edge of night
like a pearl embedded
in the opalescent
flesh of an oyster.
Solitaire!
Wendy Burbridge 1 lA.
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BEST WISHES FROM

E. G. MANOR CO. LTD.

CHECKER CAB

196 Pitt St. E.

CL 3-3551

Windsor

" For The Best Service"

P r eferred Heating Services

Best Wis hes To

Riverside High Students
from

Compliments of

W. J. BONDY & SONS LTD.
Shoes for the Whole Family
W indsor

126 Ouellette Ave.

Windsor's

COMPLIMENTS OF

Department

Leading
Store

COPELAND'S BOOKSTORES LTD.
5 STORES TO SERVE YOU

485 PELISSIER ST.
1569 TECUMSEH BLVD. E.
2054 WYANDOTTE ST . W.

II

1314 WYANDOTTE ST., RVSD.
1292 LI NCOLN AT OTTAWA

- - - -- - - -

""------

THE MOON
I

1·

:\o porthole round.
'.\o vellow d ime,
:-; o incandescent glow.
)lo wheel of cheese,
~ or rou11ded knee:,.
Kor even bumble bees.
Spread charm and dreams,
So far afield.
Is scudding thru the cloud,
You shine your light,
X ot now-but soon,
You guesed it bub.
The blinking moon.

COMPLIMENTS OF

JOHNSON CYCLE & SPORT CENTRE
1405 Wyandotte St. at Esd ras

945-3434

Riverside, Ontario

Jane Clancy
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RENNIE'S MUSIC

TEARS
(A solemn poem)

Conn Electric Motors
The Finest Collection of

,\ crying child wandered down the lonely path .
The sun was shining brightly.
.\ II at once, he spied a melting icicle.
The child looked at the icicleThe icicle loJked at the child.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT S

in Ontario
128 University West
CL 6-1018

1trom where T was standing I could not tell
\\'ho was weeping the most-the child or the
icicle.

CL 6-1803
ST. ROSE HARDWARE

Frances Tako 1 lA

2403 Wyandotte St., Rivers ide
Phone 945-2334
Branch Store

EAST W INDSOR HA R DWARE
Wyandotte at Pi l lette - Phone 945-6101
" We Deliver"

= = =cc - - - - - - - - - SNOW
fluttering c)own.
don't stop nowt
crescendo of petal,:.
from peonies feathe red.
don't stop now!
they 're coming- faster.
sem ingly li,·ing- now. dead still.

- - - - - -- - - - - - - -~

I
y

llB.

II

Compliments of

GLIDDEN DAIRY BAR
1459 Wyandotte St.

Riverside

With the very best to
the 61-62 Grads

KAY

WILF
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COMPLIMENTS OF

COMPLIMENT S OF

VET'S CARTAGE SERVICE

LEEPO MACHINE

1716 Langlois Ave.
CL 3-3797

W indsor

PRODUCTS LTD.
Manufacturers of Power Tools
For the Home
Workshop

SMILE!

Riverside Pharmacy Limited
( Formerly Lever's)

Wyandotte at Reedmere

Compliments

Riverside, Ontario

de

FREE MOTORIZED DELIVERY

Monsieur Blake

Anywhere in Riverside or its Suburbs

et

Phone 945-2211 or 945-1107

L'onze B

FORGIVEN
.\ seat lw the wall in the shade of a tree.
Surrou nded by flowers once planted by me.
Br ing back memor ies only love can provide,
'l'o the young and foo lish these thoughts will
guide.
Yet e,·en to experienced years each blossom
brings,
.\ reminder of how each bloom almost sings.
So treasure each flower as it peeps through the
g r ound,
And thank th~ Lord that he is a l\\"ays around,
To take each ,,·ayward soul in h is hand
.\nd keep each life in a harmonious band.

Maxine Watters 12C

COMPLIMENTS OF

THE ESSEX COUNTY AUTOMOBILE CLUB
1215 Ouellette Ave .
T. E. Craig Ainslie, General Manager

Page F ifty-s ix
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We Need Your Head In Our Business

COMPLIMENTS

ESQUIRE BARBER and BEAUTY SALO N
Wyandotte at St. Louis

Riverside

" Three Barbers To Serve You"

=================~-----WONSCH 'CONSTRUCTION LTD.
Builder of Ap::irtments
2425 Riverside Drive

THE MAN BEHIND THE MAN

Riverside, Ontario
Phone 945-1384

FRANK'S CUSTOM TAILOR
Ladies and Ge nts Suits Made To Measure

BEST WISHES TO THE

67 University West

CLASS OF '62
Windsor

Phone CL 4-8718

MORTON TOBACCO LIM ITED
COMPLIMENTS OF

- -- -- - - - - - - -- ---====-=-====I

LOVE NEVER DIES

MI L LER BEAUTY AGENCIES
Supplies and Equipment

Soft music is heard when Yoices die,
Shimmering in my memory--The aroma . when sweet vio lets sicken
Li"e \\'ithin the sense they quicken.

Windsor
284 Goyeau St.

Carnation leaves. "·hen the carnation i:; dead,
Are heaped for the heloved's bed:
.\nd so thy thoughts, when thou art gone,
Lo \·e in itself shall l inger on.
Marianne Langlois

London
352 Dundas St

COMPLIMENTS

I

OF

II

==11

RIVERS IDE PLUMB ING

COMPLIMENTS OF

The Oldest Club in the School

'I

Inter-School Christian Fellowship
" To Know Christ and to Make Him Known"

I

-·I

Miss Westgate's "Gang"

12C

=====

=-=--=-======

RIVERSIDE TAXI
Phone 945-3311

RIVERSIDE SUPERTEST
Phone 945-3424
Wyandotte St at Lauzon Rd.
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EDUCATION
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

ls The Key To Success

Founded 1876
High School -

You stand on the threshold of a new venture,
a new experience. To continue with your
education is the wisest decision you can make.

Grades IX to XIII

Bulmer Business College can help those who
are going on to University with pre-College
courses in Shorthand, typing, Nancy Taylor
Training and Speedreading.

Secretarial Science
Music -

Fine Arts -

Dramatics

Bulmer Business College can help those who
cannot go on to University with programmes
of training that will prepare them, in a short
time, for gainful employment.

Write for prospectus

Mrs. Steele Sifton, B.A., B.Ed.
Principal

Whatever your decision may be, Bulmer Business College wishes you every success and a
secure, happy and prosperous future.

ALMA COLLEGE

Bulmer Business College
44 University Avenue West

ST. THOMAS, ONTARIO, CANADA

CL 3-8202
Mrs. G. P. Mathoney, Principal
II

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY

i

OF WINDSOR

I
I

congratulates the 1962 graduating classes of

RIVERSIDE HIGH SCHOOL

I

I

and welcomes your inquiries about continuing
your education in any of the following fields

ARTS - PURE SCIENCE - BUSINESS ADMlSTRATION
ENGINEERING - HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE - NURSING
For Information About Scholarships, Bursaries, Student Loans, Contact
THE REGISTRAR, ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
400 HURON LINE

Clearwater 4-9246
I

I

l..:==================c=====================,=.!IJ
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DAWN IS TOMORROW
The small. smoke-fi lled room \\·as packed with
ge._ticulating hu111c1nity hut one figure stood out from
the rest. The dull. aimless drone of his ,·oice seemed
to hang oYer the hall. "FellO\\. \\·orker:::. \\·e cannot
relax our \·igilance. :'\ot only for onrselYes. hut for the
rest of the; oppressed peoples of the \\·orld must \\·e he
ready. Some day soon \,·e must he prepared to rise up
and thro\,. off the chains that the Czar and his capitalist autocrats ha\·e locked on us. I ro\,. long can - - -"
The rest of his harangue ,,·as lost to the ears of one
young idealist. 11is imagination and hopes had been
catapulted into the future and was no\\' soaring
through decades of t im e and space .. \h. but ,,·hat a
iine \\·orld it would be in just a few short years. \\'hen
he and his fe llo\\' BolsheYiks seized control of the
go\·ernment their homeland "·oulcl :-;ec no more
hunger 01 pain. Its citizens, under the direction of an
executi,·e of the Party . of course, \\'Ould be happy.
,\·el l-fed and secure. No longer would the dreaded
Third Section burst into the refuge of one's home and
emerge minutes later d ragging a pleading victim off
mto the inky. a ll-el1\·elloping da rkness. There would
be no pompous o lJ aristocrats to scrape and bow to.
but everyone would be a comrade. \\'ith the same regard for the Party and for his country. Yes. it would
truly be fine ..\nd then: and then :-;ome day the whole
,,·orld mightThe crowd of mortals was by now roused to a
furor and uncontrollable shouts oi "Down with the
Czar" or "Down with the 'rh ire! Section" rang
throughout the room, their sounds coming from lips
heedless of the fact that a government collaborator
might be among them . The chairman rapped for order
\\'hile the demonstration continued unchecked, only
to stop a fe\\' minutes later of its own accord after
,,·ell ing up in a chon1:; of sound as a neap tide in :;ome
isolated bay.
The men filed out of that enclosure s lo\,·ly and
listlessly, physically worn by their 0\\'11 frustration.
The young man came out last and walked slowly
down the dingy alley. his mind too cro\\'ded \\'ith
thoughts to make c lear thinking possible. I le visualized the world forty or fifty years from that time. The
fatherland \\'Ould haYe be then risen to be the greatest
world po\\'er. its ideologies accepted the ,,·orld o,·er.
En::n thc,:;e t,,·o ce:;spools of capitalism. Britian and
the Lnited States \\'Ould ha,·e been taken OYer by an
enlightened "·orking clas"-. and no\\' enjoying all the
benefits that :\[arx had promised to :Jankind. Jn the
iatherland everyone \\·ould haYe enough food and
would be able to think for himself. E\·en those resolute
unrealistic Christians would be allowed some freedom
to worship their god. fool ish as all that sentimentali sm
was.

As he gazed up into the dark sky, through the
darkness he could see large. dark storm clouds
gathering in the midnight sky. HO\\' prophetic that
1,·as. E,·en as those clouds filled the sky ready to pour
down their fury and lash out their lightning. so \Yere
millions oi oppressed serfs and workers preparing to
strike the relentlessness and \\'ith an irresistable fury.
He pulled his weary frame up the steps that led
to the small room \\'here he and his parents still
managed to l)e able to exi,;t and the weariness of the
long day in the factory and the excitement of the
meeting left a nauseating feeling in the pit of his
stomach and a dull throb in his head. :-\s he opened
the door. its rusty hinges squealing \\'ith the agony of
strain . he realized he \\'as in a poor temper but his
conscience was too weak to control this emotion. \\' ith
the first s ight of his parents: his father. a greying old
patrician. and his mother. ,,·eathered with years of
labour and worry, his eyes caught them in such a way
as he had ne,·er thought possible. His bearded father
\\·as no longer the all-protecting force that shielded
him from any unplea:-;ant situation but rather a sentimental. staid old fool \\'ho \\'as fore\·er Jocked in the
,,·ays and dreams of the past. JI is mother rather tha11
representing all that \\'as gentle and good, no\\' r epresented a \\'eak seni lity that could lead only to selfdestruction and"But you can't hope to accomplish anything, my
~on. The Czar and his police are toe. po1,·erful for you
and your puny band of radicals. \\'e must ,,·ail and
hope that the Lord \\'ill send us a ne\\' ruler soon \\'ho
\\'ill be more \\·ise and temperate than :'\icholas. Perhaps in a fe\\' years ,Ye--"
The young re,·olutionary ,·aguely remembered
shouting such phrases as "traitor" and collaborator"
and then striking the old man a vicious blow full
across the face. and then running \\'ildly do\\'n the two
flights of stairs and outside. The cold a ir just before
the da,\·n struck him harsh!) and he remembered that
he had forgotten his jacket, but the thought meant
little to his numbed mind.
lle ,\·ould ne,·er go back. He knew that now. It
\ras too late. I le \\'ould dcrnte his life to the \\'Ork of
the Party. perhaps even lead the re,·ol ution that was
sure to come. l{ounding a corner. the crimson glo\\' of
the rising orb struck him full on the face. A heaYy
hand clamped on his :,,boulder and a harsh Yoice spoke
tu him in guttural tones. 'Tome, citizen. you haYe a
meeting to keep with the firing squad- "

Dave Merschback 12A
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WELCOME . . . .

\\. c ar<.' pleased to he able to in
elude a "elcome to ;-.Ir. Pentland. who
\\'ill he our ne\\· principal. The :-taff
and students hope ;o.lr. Pentland \\'ill

en jo)

Hi, t·r;.ide

11 igh

School.

\ \" l'

oifer our co-operation \\'ith this grcctill 1-;.

MR.. J. R. PENTLAND

====-=~=---=---=-

Autographs
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THE RIVERSIDE KEY CLUB
Extends Best Wishes To

1962 R.H.S. GRADUATES
OBJECTS OF THE KEY CLUB:
To develop initiative and leadership.
To provide experience in living and workin& together.
To serve the school and community.
To cooperate with the school principal.
To prepare for useful citizenship.
To accept and promote the following ideals:
To give primacy to the human and spiritual rather than to the
material values of life.
To encourage the daily living of the Golden Rule in all human
relationships.
To promote the adoption and application of hi&her standards in
scholarship, sportsmanship, and social contacts.
To develop by precept and example, a more intelligent, 9.iiresssive, and serviceable citizenship.
To provide a practical means to form enduring friendships, to
render unselfish service, a nd to build better communities.
To cooperate in creating and maintaining that sound public
opinion and high idealism which makes possible the increase
of righteousness, justice, patriotis mand good will.

Compliments
of
FLASH'S FAVOURITE CLASS

9E

GREETINGS
Froni The Zoo - llD

11

liiillliillllll.
T1536001293687

Compliments of

For Reference
Do Not Take From the Library

RIVERSIDE
BOARD OF EDUCATION
y

•

•

•

Chairman . ............ . ........ . . ................. Mr. E. E. Varah

'

Vice Chairman ........................................ R. E. Burnell
K. Braithwaite

Mrs. C. Davis

J. T. W. St. Aubin

J. W. Brophy

Dr. D. M. Mills

W. Stoneman

Secretary-Treasurer ............................ . ....... W. A. Shaw

Compliments of

TOWN OF RIVERSIDE
•
MAYOR CORDON R. STEWART

Councillors
B. A. Ballard

S. Barker

C. Watson

H. Shanfield
G. A. Taylor

Clerk Treasurer - R. A. Everett

THE WIND.OR STAR ~ 2 . 1 1
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